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Report of the
Supervisory
Board
To the shareholders

2014 Annual Report drawn up by the Board of

We have pleasure in presenting you with the

Management, consisting of the Report of the

Report of the Supervisory Board for 2014, a year in

Board of Management, the Financial Statements,

which Nedap’s revenue increased slightly and the

the Other information, Miscellaneous and

result was significantly affected by extraordinary

Corporate Governance sections, with the Board of

income and expenses. There was an exceptional

Management and the auditor. We also discussed

income from the changeover to a new pension

with the auditor without presence of the Board

scheme. The Works Council, Board of Management

of Management. As shown by the independent

and employees worked harmoniously together

auditor’s report, the auditor did not have any

to set up this Defined Contribution scheme,

material comments.

which is closely aligned with the new reality of

We received ten regular financial reports from the

retirement provisions in the Netherlands and

Board of Management during the year, which we

Nedap’s culture. Exceptional expenses were one

discussed at length during our meetings. We also

reason why the Board of Management decided, in

held meetings with management and controller

close consultation with us and the Works Council,

of the market group to go into the details of the

to bring the organisation of the Energy Systems

market group’s situation. The information we

market group into line with the adverse situation it

obtained gives us confidence that the report

faced.

for 2014 provides a sound basis for meeting

Excluding extraordinary income and expenses,

our accountability obligations in respect of

the profit was almost unchanged compared

our supervision of the actions of the Board of

with 2013 even with a high and unchanged

Management. We therefore recommend that you

level of investment in new propositions and the

adopt the 2014 financial statements as presented.

organisation.
During the year, on 1 September, Eric Urff joined

Dividend

the company as financial director and prospective

In 2014, Nedap’s revenue increased by 2% from

successor to Gerard Ezendam.

€ 173.7 million to € 177.2 million and the profit

New financing arrangements were agreed in

after exceptional items came to € 17.9 million

December 2014. They enhance Nedap’s capacity

(2013: € 9.8 million). This resulted in earnings per

to do business by being able to work without

share of € 2.67 compared to € 1.46 for 2013.

covenants and the maturity has been extended and

Nedap’s dividend policy is guided by strategy and

interest costs are lower.

long-term policy and is to pay out the entire profit
to shareholders less any additions to reserves that
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Financial statements

are deemed necessary for the continuity of Nedap’s

The financial statements have been audited

organic growth. Nedap aims for solvency of some

by KPMG Accountants N.V., whose unqualified

45% in the medium term. The aim is to maintain as

independent auditor’s report is included in the

consistent a line in dividends as possible and a fair

Other information. Like last year, the auditor has

dividend for the shareholders in the circumstances.

issued an extensive report tailored specifically to

Expressed as a percentage of total assets, with

Nedap.

equity determined excluding the dividend payable

A delegation from the Supervisory Board and the

and non-controlling interests, solvency rose from

Board of Management discussed the auditor’s

36.6% to 42.9% in 2014.

report with KPMG in depth. The full Supervisory

With this in mind and taking into account the

Board discussed the auditor’s report and the

largely non-cash nature of the exceptional items,

the Board of Management and the Supervisory

bank. This agreement does not include covenants

Board have decided in accordance with Article

or specific information requirements and the

45(1) of the articles of association that € 9.5 million

maturity of the agreement has been extended and

should be added to the reserves, leaving € 8.4

the interest rate reduced.

million available as a dividend. The dividend is
therefore € 1.25 per share (2013: € 1.10).

During the year, the Board of Management involved
us in the process to come to a new pension

Meetings and activities

scheme in close cooperation with the Works

The Supervisory Board met five times during the

Council as the old scheme was due to expire on 31

year. Four of the meetings were attended by the

December 2014. This process led to a new Defined

entire Supervisory Board. One supervisory director

Contribution pension scheme administered by a

was absent from one meeting through illness and

Premium Pension Institution from 1 January 2015.

another, who was attending a course abroad, was

We agreed to this scheme provided the Works

represented at that meeting by its chairman by

Council also gave its approval, which it has now

proxy. That member and the chairman had held

done.

a lengthy discussion of the agenda items ahead
of the meeting. To an increasing extent relevant

As well as these specific items, particular attention

matters are discussed by conference calls. Several

was given to progress on the company’s strategy

conference calls were held during the year on a

in general and that of the market groups in

range of subjects, including the membership of the

particular. Nedap’s operational and financial targets

Board of Management, the pension scheme, the

were discussed in this context. The market group

new financing arrangements, rotation of the auditor

leaders explained their strategies at length. This

and the position of the Energy Systems market

helped to provide us with good insight into the

group. Delegations of the Supervisory Board also

different markets, the competitive position of

met the Board of Management on several occasions.

the various market groups, the development of
the organisation, the strategic objectives and the

During the year, the Energy Systems market group

related conditions and opportunities and threats of

was faced with deteriorating market conditions

individual market groups and of Nedap as a whole.

and the outlook for its ‘distributed storage’ market

Risk management was once again a major item

is not expected to improve in the next few years.

of discussion. The various risks were discussed in

Consequently, this market group’s strategic options

detail by the Supervisory Board and with the Board

were reviewed. Various options were discussed

of Management. To further raise risk awareness

with us in detail at regular intervals as was progress

among employees, a number of market groups

on the chosen option. Although negotiations with

guided by an external party undertook a risk review

possible strategic partners were still ongoing,

focusing in particular on possible liability risks.

at the end of the year we agreed with the Board

Where possible, working methods were improved

of Management’s decision to bring the level of

further so that risks are being managed better.

activities in the market group into line with the new

The design and effectiveness of the internal risk

market conditions.

management system were discussed with the Board
of Management and the auditor and, although no
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At the end of the year, we also approved the Board

major changes are anticipated, risk management

of Management’s decision to enter into a new credit

will be given additional attention in the next few

agreement with ABN AMRO, the company’s main

years.

Report of
the Supervisory Board

Partly in view of the company’s limited size and

On several occasions, we considered and discussed

specific organisational model, we again decided

Nedap’s corporate social responsibility policy, for

together with the Board of Management that

which the Board of Management bears ultimate

Nedap does not need an internal auditor. The

responsibility, specifically because it runs through

Board of Management and market groups are in

everything that Nedap does. The policy, which

close contact with the group companies in the

we have approved, has not been changed. Almost

Netherlands and abroad. Almost all of them are

all of Nedap’s products and services offer a

managed from the market groups in Groenlo, the

solution to a socially relevant problem. It would

Netherlands and they are often led by employees

be inappropriate, even to the extent that it may

of Nedap N.V. The Group Controlling in Groenlo, the

be possible, for Nedap to link specific quantitative

Netherlands also monitors their risks. Almost all

objectives to as this would lead mainly to clerical

group companies use the same ICT infrastructure as

work.

Nedap N.V., ensuring a high degree of transparency.
We held meetings, some of which were not

8

During the year, the Supervisory Board addressed

attended by the Board of Management, to discuss

recurring subjects such as the budget and periodic

our own performance and that of the Board of

financial reports in which actual performance is

Management, both collectively and individually,

compared with the budget.

and the variable remuneration to be awarded to

As in previous years, the Supervisory Board,

the Board of Management. These discussions were

together with the Board of Management, evaluated

conducted in an open and critical manner. The

the audit firm and the auditor as well as the

working relationship between the Supervisory

co-operation with them. The Supervisory Board

Board and the Board of Management is good. We

believes that the auditor provided it with all

also met the Works Council and market group

relevant information to carry out its supervisory

leaders to discuss the functioning of the Board of

duties. The auditor found no irregularities in

Management at a meeting which was not attended

the reporting. The Supervisory Board is satisfied

by the Board of Management. Our conclusion

that the auditor is independent and that this

is that the Supervisory Board and the Board of

independence is not at risk. The auditor performs

Management have performed well individually and

no work for the company other than the annual

collectively.

audit.

Outside of the meetings, we once again held talks

KPMG Accountants N.V. can be appointed as Nedap’s

relating to our specific areas of attention with

auditor until the financial year 2015 but, as a result

relevant Nedap employees. We further intensified

of mandatory auditor rotation, we and the Board

the informal contacts between the Supervisory

of Management and Group Controlling have been

Board and market group leaders and controllers to

searching for a new auditor for the subsequent

discuss financial performance, market trends and

period. A selection process and criteria were drawn

opportunities, the competitive position, staffing

up and three firms of auditors were invited to talks

issues, the medium-term vision, risks and action

and information was shared with them. Applying

points. This is in line with the preferred proactive

the criteria to the proposals submitted by the firms,

approach of both the Supervisory Board and its

a proposal to appoint PricewaterhouseCoopers

individual members. The findings were reported

Accountants N.V. as auditor from the financial

back to the other supervisory directors. Discussions

year 2016 will be put to the annual meeting of

with employees of Nedap and its subsidiaries and

shareholders on 2 April 2015.

the Works Council are important for us as a way

to deepen our connection with and insight into

Composition of the Board of Management

developments at Nedap.

The composition of the Board of Management

In the past year, it became clear from the manner

was discussed several times during the year,

in which we performed our duties that the

partly in view of the further professionalisation

Supervisory Board as a whole and its individual

and envisaged increase in scalability of the

members were able to devote sufficient time

organisation. In full consultation with Gerard

and attention to the company’s affairs. There is

Ezendam, it was decided to search for a candidate

a good distribution of areas of attention and we

who could take over his position as statutory

complement each other sufficiently in our role of

financial director in due course. A profile was

advising the company.

drawn up and, with the assistance of a recruitment

Partly given Nedap’s limited size, the Supervisory

firm, the search was started. We, and with us the

Board continues to take the view that the creation

Works Council, believe that we have found a good

of formal committees within the Board is neither

successor in Eric Urff and so, after announcing this

necessary nor desirable, particularly now that

to the general meeting of shareholders on 2 April

the Supervisory Board has adopted a proactive

2015, we propose to appoint Eric Urff as a director

approach based on specialist areas. The full

after that meeting. We approved the decision of

Supervisory Board is therefore designated to

the Board of Management to take Eric Urff on as

perform the duties of the Audit, Remuneration,

financial director from 1 September 2014 to ensure

and Selection and Appointment Committees. Any

a proper handover of duties and responsibilities.

decisions are made jointly by the full Supervisory
Board.

Composition of the Supervisory Board

The chairman of the Supervisory Board and the

On our recommendation, the general meeting of

managing director are in regular contact to discuss

shareholders on 3 April 2014 reappointed Désirée

the company’s performance and any issues that

Theyse as a supervisory director of Nedap. This was

require special attention. There are also bilateral

in part in view of her thorough financial knowledge,

contacts between the Board of Management and

management experience and practical knowledge

shareholders on policy and these are also discussed

and experience with listed companies and other

with the chairman of the Supervisory Board. The

large legal entities. Désirée Theyse is the financial

Board of Management and the Supervisory Board

specialist on the Supervisory Board as meant by

are committed to maintaining good relations with

best practice provision III.3.2 of the Corporate

the company’s shareholders. Both the company

Governance Code. She performs her supervisory

and the shareholders can take the initiative to

and advisory responsibilities wholly satisfactorily

get into contact with the other. The aim of these

and in an engaged, expert and conscientious way.

discussions is to provide a more complete picture

The Supervisory Board believes it has a good

of developments within Nedap. These talks are

balance of skills, relevant knowledge and

always based on information that has already been

experience and can fulfil its statutory duty to

published. During the talks with shareholders,

supervise and advise the Board of Management

the company is represented by a member of the

in an effective manner. All members of the

Management Board.

Supervisory Board meet the requirements of the
Corporate Governance Code with respect to their
independence (best practice provision III.2.1) and
expertise.
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Report of
the Supervisory Board

Remuneration

Finally, we would like to express our appreciation

Board of Management

to the Board of Management and employees for

The details of the remuneration policy for the

their involvement, efforts and loyalty during the

Board of Management are described in the

past year. We are confident that during the current

Corporate Governance section of this report. The

year we can move forward from the basis that was

composition of the remuneration is set out in the

constructed during the past year and make the

financial statements under ‘Board of Management’s

most of our opportunities for growth in the future.

remuneration’.

We would also like to thank the shareholders and

The targets for the variable part of the

customers for their interest in Nedap and their trust

remuneration of the members of the Board of

in the company.

Management were determined in the reporting
period. At least 50% of the variable remuneration

Groenlo, the Netherlands, 12 February 2015

of the Board of Management has a long-term nature
as its members have to invest 50% of their variable

The Supervisory Board:

remuneration in the Nedap employee participation
plan, i.e. in depositary receipts which have a

G.F. Kolff, chairman

lock-up period of four years. Since the employee

M.C. Westermann, vice-chairman

participation plan was set up, both members of the

J.M.L. van Engelen

Board of Management have invested all of their

D.W.J. Theyse

variable remuneration in the plan.
We have discussed the extent to which the
members of the Board of Management have met
their targets and concluded that, despite their
efforts, not all targets were realised. Therefore
and with due observance of the provisions of
‘Remuneration policy for the statutory Board of
Management’ we set the variable remuneration of
both members of the Board of Management at 45%
of their fixed annual income.
When setting the overall remuneration, the
Supervisory Board analysed various scenarios and
took into account such factors as the development
of revenue and profits, the advancement of Nedap’s
interests in the medium and long term and the
need to ensure a balanced remuneration structure
within Nedap.
Supervisory directors
The remuneration of the supervisory directors
has not changed and is set out in the financial
statements under ‘Supervisory Board’s
remuneration’.
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the Supervisory Board

Profile of the Supervisory Board

Details of the Supervisory Board

Nedap is a medium-sized company whose long-

At 12 February 2015

term policy aims to create sustainable added value
for customers, employees and shareholders through

G.F. Kolff (66), chairman, male

organic growth in revenue and profits, with a central

Wide management experience, in-depth knowledge

role for diversification and innovation based on the

of technology, financial expertise, ability to

company’s expertise.

translate technology into solutions and market
opportunities, experience with and understanding

The Supervisory Board has to take account of these

of Nedap’s ‘added value model’ and solid

basic principles when supervising the Board of

communication skills.

Management; it must also support the Board of
Management with advice.

Nationality

: Dutch

Profession/most

To this end, the Supervisory Board must have a

recent position

: CEO of Shtandart TT B.V.

balanced membership combining management

Other relevant positions

: none

experience and wide-ranging knowledge in

Initial appointment

: 17 April 2012

the fields of finance, technology and industrial

Current term of office

: 2012-2016

marketing with an affinity and feeling for:

Supervisory Board memberships : Paques Holding B.V. (chairman)
		 Smits Bouwgroep B.V. (SBB)

–

entrepreneurship;

–	hands-on management in a flat organisation
which is based on distinctiveness;
–	an organisation in which sales, development

Wide management experience, enterprising spirit,

and production operate as one unit;

commercial focus, broad expertise in ICT, feeling for

–

working methods that focus on responsibility;

innovation.

–

a creative process of innovation;

–

developments in society.

Nationality

: Dutch

Profession/principal position

: Director of Motekforce Link B.V.

In general, the Supervisory Board should adopt a

Other relevant positions

: none

critical attitude towards the Board of Management.

Initial appointment

: 12 May 2009

Its members must be independent of the company

Current term of office

: 2013-2017

and of each other and display complementary

Supervisory Board memberships : Berenschot

qualities. The Supervisory Board aims for a mixed

		 Triple-P

membership that reflects the society in which
Nedap operates.
The Board will not structurally have more than five
members.
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M.C. Westermann MBA (62), vice-chairman, male

D.W.J. Theyse (46), female
Thorough financial knowledge, management
experience and practical knowledge and
experience with listed companies and other large
legal entities.
Nationality

: Dutch

Profession/principal position

: F. van Lanschot Bankiers N.V.

		 Head of Corporate Banking
		 Property
Other relevant positions

: none

Initial appointment

: 29 April 2010

Current term of office

: 2014-2018

Supervisory Board memberships : none

Dr J.M.L. van Engelen (55), male
Wide management experience, wide-ranging
expertise in industrial product development,
marketing and product strategy, financial expertise
and a board network at institutes of knowledge.
Nationality

: Dutch

Profession/principal position

: Professor of Business &

		 Economics at the University of
		 Groningen
Other relevant positions

: Professor of Design Engineering

		 at the Faculty of Industrial
		 Design Engineering of the Delft
		 University of Technology
Initial appointment

: 16 april 2013

Current term of office

: 2013-2017

Supervisory Board memberships : Unigarant N.V./UVM
		 Verzekeringsmaatschappij N.V.
		 Reis- en Rechtshulp N.V.
		 Member of the Board of
		 Supervision of :
		 Drents Museum Assen
		 the Open Universiteit in the
		 Netherlands
		 Pensioenfonds Zorg en Welzijn
		 CentER data, Tilburg University
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Report of
the Board of
Management
2014 in brief

interests, divided by total assets) rose in 2014 from

A slight increase in revenue was posted in the year

36.6% to 42.9%.

under review. The investments in propositions
and the organisation remained at the same

Supervisory Board and Board of Management

high level, with a virtually unchanged profit –

In accordance with the retirement schedule, Ms

before extraordinary income and expenses – for

D.W.J. Theyse resigned from the Supervisory Board

2014. Adjustments in the organisation and the

during the General Meeting of Shareholders on 3

changeover to a new pension scheme had a major

April 2014, and was subsequently reappointed in

impact on the year-end profit and on several

the same meeting for a four year-term.

balance sheet items. This resulted in a further
improvement of Nedap’s competitive position and

On 1 September 2014 Mr E. Urff joined Nedap as

a solid balance sheet with which we can look to the

financial director and the designated successor

future with confidence.

of Mr G.J.M. Ezendam. The latter will resign from
the Board of Management immediately after the

In the year under review Nedap’s revenue came to

General Meeting of Shareholders on 2 April 2015

€ 177.2 million, up 2% compared to 2013 (€ 173.7

and will subsequently take up a new role within

million). The Healthcare, Light Controls, Livestock

Nedap with a focus on tax and staff related matters.

Management and Security Management market

After the shareholders’ meeting of 2 April next,

groups all achieved revenue growth. Revenue levels

the Supervisory Board of N.V. Nederlandsche

of the Energy Systems, Identification Systems and

Apparatenfabriek “Nedap” intends to appoint Mr

Library Solutions market groups declined compared

Urff as a statutory director.

to last year, while the revenue of the Retail market
group remained stable. The added value, expressed

Market and strategy

as a percentage of revenue, grew further in 2014

Nedap generates eighty per cent of its revenue in

from 68.4% (2013) to 70.0%.

Europe. The general economic climate in Europe
therefore has a direct impact on the development

Profit before extraordinary income and expenses

of the company’s income. However, Nedap’s future

was € 9.8 million in 2014, virtually the same level

depends far less on Europe’s current economic

as last year. The reorganisation of the Energy

situation than on the fundamental changes that are

Systems market group and the changeover to a new

taking place in the markets. Nedap’s commercial

pension scheme resulted in various extraordinary

and financial success in the longer term is largely

income and expenses items. Though these were

determined by how and whether it manages to

mainly non-cash items, the effect on both the profit

capitalise on these market developments.

and several balance sheet items was significant.
After extraordinary income and expenses, the profit

Structural shifts in the market that were already

in 2014 ultimately came to € 17.9 million (2013:

visible in recent years continued unabated in

€ 9.8 million). This resulted in earnings per share of

2014. Local markets are converging into global

€ 2.67 versus € 1.46 in 2013. In conformity with the

markets where all market players are expected to

dividend policy, the dividend for 2014 was set at

recapture their positions. Innovative technologies

€ 1.25 per share. The dividend per share for 2013

are superseding existing product lines. Well-

amounted to € 1.10. Solvency (equity excluding

established and seemingly unassailable market

distributable dividend and non-controlling

positions can be rendered irrelevant overnight by
technological breakthroughs. An ever-larger share
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of the market is falling into the hands of an ever-

is equally important to know how these products

smaller number of market parties. These are only

can be integrated into our customers’ daily

some examples of the market trends confronting

processes. Nedap therefore puts a lot of time and

Nedap both now and in the future.

effort into building in-depth knowledge of the
markets in which its customers operate and the

Threatening as these market developments may

strategic challenges they face. Nedap can thus

appear, they also give rise to new opportunities.

form its own views on the most important market

Organisational size may make some competitors

developments and engage in a constructive

too unwieldy and sluggish to respond in time to

discussion with the customer as a well-informed

new trends. Start-ups with interesting technologies,

partner. The outcome of this discussion lays the

by contrast, often lack market knowhow or the

foundations for a relationship of mutual trust and

ability to develop a brilliant idea into a reliable

long-term shared success.

product, let alone organise its subsequent

Occasionally, this may also lead to a situation

worldwide installation. This is where excellent

where the ideas of prospective customers and

growth opportunities exist for Nedap. However, in

Nedap are too far apart. When this happens, there

order to seize these opportunities, Nedap must act

is no sound basis for cooperation and we may

incisively and purposefully. That’s why – despite

decide to pull out of the commercial process.

the sometimes difficult economic conditions – the

Significant improvements in the quality of our

company in the past years continued to invest in

internal processes have reduced the risk of errors

product renewal and commercial strength.

in recent years. However, due to the increased scale
of our activities and the speed with which new

In this fluid market, traditional procurement

ideas are translated into products, the potential

processes are no longer sufficient to make

consequences of errors are also much greater than

purchasing decisions that are fit for the future.

before. Nedap therefore sees itself confronted with

Prolonged tender processes, with detailed product

rising operating risks. Moreover, now that Nedap

specification lists, are too slow and cumbersome

is taking ultimate responsibility for projects in a

in a world of rapidly evolving new insights. We

growing number of countries, these risks are no

increasingly see that customers’ procurement

longer confined to technical risks, but also extend

decisions are no longer driven by the product itself,

to project, certification and legal risks.

but by the organisation behind the product. Which
makes sense because the product is the result of

We believe that a risk-averse business will never

the effectiveness of the company’s organisation.

grow and succeed. That is why our aim is not

Not surprisingly, therefore, the unique way in which

to avoid all risks, but above all to understand

Nedap operates is regularly a key distinguishing

the nature and extent of our risks. Last year, we

feature in the markets we serve. The enormous

worked hard to raise the risk awareness within

drive of our employees to really make the

the organisation, so that employees can recognise

difference is regularly mentioned as the decisive

risks at an early stage. In the years ahead, we will

reason for opting for Nedap. At the same time, the

continue to increase the insight into the risks we

freedom that we offer our employees to make their

run on a Nedap-wide basis, so that appropriate

own independent decisions is an essential part of

measures can be taken wherever necessary.

Nedap’s competitive strength.
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To make the difference for customers, detailed

By developing and expanding multiple propositions

knowledge of our own products is not sufficient. It

in diverse markets – often based on shared

Report of the Board of
Management

technologies and knowledge – we will seek to strike

themselves. We have found that when people can

a balance between strengthening our commercial

make their own decisions, and also experience

capability (through a focus on selected propositions

the consequences of their choices at first hand,

and markets), while retaining sufficient flexibility

new insights are rapidly gained, leading to better

and agility to create new opportunities and absorb

decisions for the company.

setbacks in specific markets.
This way of working makes great demands on the
Employees and organisation

leadership within the company. The priority no

Not size, but the company’s ability to think and act

longer lies with operational tasks, but with strategic

fast is increasingly the driver of success. The way

challenges, such as compiling and inspiring teams.

in which decision-making processes are set up

The management is expected to have a coherent

within an organisation is a decisive factor. Nedap

vision on the market and the role that Nedap

has traditionally had a culture where employees are

can fulfil in this market. Next, this vision must

encouraged to act independently and make their

be translated into clear principles and uniform

own sensible decisions. Three basic conditions must

objectives. This, in turn, enables the employees

be met to make this possible.

to decide for themselves how they personally can
contribute to the collective group result.

First, all employees must fully understand
and share the organisation’s aims and values.

In the stage in which Nedap currently finds itself,

Crucially, everyone within Nedap aspires to move

we notice that individual entrepreneurship alone

markets with technology that matters and seeks

is no longer enough. In order to further increase

to continuously increase the added value per

the organisation’s scalability, there is a growing

employee. Everyone must also take responsibility

need to embed core processes more firmly in the

for their personal ongoing relevance for the

organisation. The ability to think and act fast, and

organisation. To ensure that all employees know and

introduce new technologies at customers at very

understand these aims and values, everyone who

short notice is vital. But it is equally important to

joins Nedap undergoes an intensive introduction

take the necessary time to bring products to full

programme.

fruition and to set up processes perfectly and
flawlessly. This groundwork is vital to ensure that

Next, the provision of transparent information

Nedap solutions make a problem-free transition

is vital to keep everyone informed of the latest

from pilot to roll-out. Striking the right balance

developments, and also to provide rapid feedback

between individual entrepreneurship and setting

on the results of activities. This enables everyone

up good-quality and efficient processes demands

to evaluate their own personal contribution and

a lot from the organisation and its employees, but

make any changes that might be necessary. In

is absolutely essential to ensure a continuing good

the past years, a lot of effort has gone into the

performance as Nedap moves into its next stage of

implementation of new information tools to give

development.

employees easy access to any information they
might need from the existing systems.

In the past years our Road to Excellence programme
has enabled us to make good progress with the
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Finally, employees must genuinely be given the

further professionalisation of numerous processes.

room to make independent decisions and to

Operational Excellence has significantly shortened

fulfil the responsibilities they have taken upon

our production lead times and stock levels have

been reduced. The Development Excellence

employee presents himself within the organisation

process has resulted in professional proposition

has a major influence on his or her performance.

management, so that product development

The third aspect discussed, alongside performance

processes are better aligned with the needs and

and person, is the employee’s progress and ways of

wishes of the market. In addition, the development

achieving further personal growth. The introduction

process no longer concentrates exclusively

of the 3P interviews was accompanied by an

on the product itself, but immediately looks

extensive training programme.

further ahead to such matters as pricing policy,
marketing materials and training. Thanks to this

The first Nedap Leadership Survey was carried out

comprehensive approach, our new propositions are

at the end of 2014. Based on a questionnaire with

launched to even greater acclaim from the market.

a specific focus on the Nedap culture, employees

As part of Support Excellence, our structured

were asked to give feedback on their direct

approach to the successful implementation of

manager’s performance. The outcomes of the survey

large-scale programmes at customers is tested

form the basis for new programmes aimed at the

in practice, with further improvements and

further improvement of the leadership quality

refinements being made wherever necessary. This

within Nedap.

boosts our ability to implement major worldwide
projects to our customers’ complete satisfaction.

Though a great deal has already been realised

Moreover, the introduction of partner portals and

with the Road to Excellence programme, we

e-learning modules under the new Channel Partner

still see sufficient opportunities for the further

programmes is increasingly enabling us to train new

professionalisation of processes. In the coming

business partners and build long-term relationships

year, special attention will be devoted to the

in the process.

procurement, production and logistical processes
within Nedap. By making more use of external

As part of the Marketing Excellence programme

service providers, we expect to make a next step

a lot of work has gone into the harmonisation

towards increasing the scalability and flexibility

of the marketing communications of the various

of the Nedap organisation. Growth in added value

market groups. In this way, the marketing activities

per employee remains a key indicator of strategic

within Nedap can reinforce each other, without

success in this connection.

undermining the unique character of each market.
The systematic efforts to increase Nedap’s visibility

Nedap’s competitive strength stems, first and

as a company is also beginning to bear fruit, not

foremost, from its employees and the way in which

least thanks to our intensifying use of social media.

they collaborate. Everyone within the company
sees the major strategic challenges facing Nedap
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Last year, a lot of attention was devoted to the

in the years ahead. But also the many chances to

People Excellence programme and the further

play a leading role in the realigned markets. These

development of Nedap’s employees. We introduced

opportunities to genuinely move markets with

3P interviews (Performance, Person and Progress)

technology ‘that matters’ motivate and stimulate

in an attempt to further improve the quality of the

our employees time and again to make that extra

interviews between employee and manager. Apart

step to stay ahead of the competition. We are

from the results that the employee has achieved,

therefore very grateful to our employees for their

the appraisals also touch on the employee as a

individual efforts. Their contribution to the further

person. We regularly find that the way in which an

development of our company gives us great
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confidence that our available potential can and

maintained throughout this process. As a result,

will be transformed into concrete commercial and

both the development and introduction of the

financial results.

new pension scheme went very smoothly. This
success underscores the Works Council’s growing

At the end of 2014 the company’s permanent

importance as a discussion partner of the Board of

workforce comprised 761 employees, 17 more

Management. We thank the council for the open and

than the 744 employees at the end of 2013. During

constructive talks that were conducted throughout

2014 the average number of employees was 757

the year and for the manner in which the members

compared to 742 in the previous year. The average

fulfilled their responsibilities as representatives of

age was 41.8. The absenteeism rate, excluding

the Nedap employees.

maternity leave, rose slightly in the year under
review to 2.7% (2013: 2.6%). In the year under

In recent years the Nedap organisation has been

review the added value per employee rose from

engaged in a continuous process of development.

€ 160,000 (2013) to € 164,000.

As a result, the demands made on its employees
have also been rising year on year. This not only

The existing pension scheme expired at the end of

concerns the educational level and experience,

2014. Continuation of this Defined Benefit scheme

but also individual personalities. Vice versa, our

on the same terms would have caused a substantial

employees are also making increasing demands on

increase in costs on account of the historically low

the organisation and its leadership. Besides vision

interest rate and the increased risk premiums for

and strategic direction, managers are also expected

guarantees. In addition, the scheme was rigid and

to bring excellent coaching and inspirational skills

not transparent for the members. Working in close

to their task.

cooperation with the Works Council, we succeeded
in introducing a new modern pension scheme

Continuous investments in our ability to attract new

that is in keeping with the Nedap culture. The new

employees have resulted in an increase in both the

pension scheme is a Defined Contribution scheme

quantity and quality of the job applicants at Nedap.

and has been placed with a Premium Pension

However, candidates who meet our standards

Institution (PPI). The scheme makes it possible for

remain extremely scarce. If we were to perform an

our employees to build up an individual pension

additional selection on gender or background in

with the advantages of a collective scheme. The

order to meet a statutory ratio, we would be left

effects of the transition from the existing to the new

with insufficient qualified candidates. This is also

scheme are set out in detail in the financial section.

the reason why Nedap does not meet the target
ratio of at least 30% women in executive positions

After the elections in early 2014, a new Works

as required by the law on a balanced participation

Council was installed. The high turn-out of more

of men and women in executive and non-executive

than 65% during these elections indicates that

positions that took effect on 1 January 2013.

Nedap employees recognise the importance of

Despite our efforts in the field of recruitment and

good employee representation. The Works Council

training of talent, no changes in this respect can be

played a prominent role in the development of

expected at Nedap in the short term.

the new pension scheme. The council members
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studied the pension subject matter in every

With effect from 1 April 2014 Nedap N.V. has signed

detail with the assistance of an external expert.

a new one-year collective labour agreement with

An active dialogue with our employees was also

the trade unions. Alongside a salary increase of

1.75% effective from that date, the employees

build up a share of several percentages in the

received a one-off bonus of 0.25% in the month of

company’s total share capital.

September.
Market groups
Nedap operates an employee participation plan.

Energy Systems

This plan enables employees to use part or all of

In 2014 the Energy Systems market group

their annual share in the profits to purchase Nedap

(systems for the independent and effective

depositary receipts. These depositary receipts are

generation, storage and consumption of

locked up for a period of four years after purchase.

electricity) was confronted in Europe with a

In addition to a 10% discount on the purchase price

sharp reduction of subsidy programmes. Due to

of the depositary receipt, one bonus depositary

budgetary constraints in the various countries

receipt is awarded, subject to conditions, after four

and stricter European policy for national subsidy

years for every four depositary receipts. The holder

schemes, even subsidies for which commitments

of the depositary receipt is immediately entitled to

had already been made were withdrawn

the full dividend per share. In the past year, 56% of

retrospectively. Last year, schemes were still

the employees made use of this plan and invested

being introduced to encourage the purchase of

in depositary receipts of Nedap shares.

batteries for domestic use; now, measures are

As a supplement to this participation plan, the

being considered to tax domestic consumption of

Nedap Additional Participation Plan (NAPP) was

self-generated power. These developments have

launched on 1 January 2013. The NAPP offers

greatly reduced the willingness to invest in solar

employees an extra opportunity to share in the

energy installations. Though the market group

profits if these grow by more than 5% per year. The

was able to maintain its market share with the

profit before taxes in 2012 (€ 16.313 million) was

PowerRouter, the revenue declined in 2014.

selected as the initial reference point. The profit
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before taxes in 2014 worked out at € 22.5 million.

The market for distributed storage, which we are

However, a large portion of this profit consisted of

targeting with the PowerRouter, is expected to

extraordinary income arising from the transition to

be flatter in the coming years than previously

a new pension scheme and, as such, was only an

expected. For this reason, it was decided at the

accounting profit. In conformity with the provisions

end of 2014 to adjust the scale of this market

of the NAPP, the Board of Management has therefore

group’s activities to the new market reality.

decided to use the profit before extraordinary

Accordingly, some Energy Systems employees

income and expenses as the basis for determining

were transferred to other market groups, where

whether a profit distribution under the NAPP is

they currently have more added value for

applicable this year. The profit before extraordinary

Nedap. In addition, investments already made

income and expenses in 2014 was € 12.4 million

in development, test equipment and stocks

and thus remained below the threshold value for

were depreciated at an accelerated rate. These

2014 of € 17.985 million. As a consequence, no

non-recurring costs are explained further in the

NAPP profit distribution will take place in 2014.

financial section.

At the end of 2014, Stichting

Despite the current setback in the market,

Medewerkerparticipatie Nedap held 83,898 Nedap

distributed energy storage is still widely expected

shares, about 1.3% of the issued share capital. The

to be an essential part of the smart electricity

expectation is that the Stichting will eventually

network of the future. This, after all, is the only
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available method for absorbing the consequences

to be ready in time for the upcoming changes in

of the growth of alternative energy sources

data communications with healthcare agencies,

with strong fluctuations in supply. However, it

insurance companies and municipalities will lose

is impossible at this stage to predict when the

vital income.

market for these storage systems will start to
grow. After the organisational adjustments,

Thanks to major investments in the reinforcement

Energy Systems now has a robust core team

of the underlying architecture in the past years,

with structurally lower costs, while retaining the

Nedap is leading the way in making the necessary

commercial capability to continue working the

adjustments to achieve software compliance.

various markets in Europe. Opportunities for

Despite the far-reaching changes in the method

strategic partnerships are also being explored,

of exchanging information with various parties,

but there was no certainty regarding actual

the Nedap software services are always fit

partnerships at the time of writing this annual

for purpose, so that all parties can continue

report.

operating as normal. Which is why more and more
healthcare organisations are switching over to

Despite the lower growth ambitions for

Nedap.

distributed storage in the various countries, the
PowerRouter still has good market potential.

Another strength, alongside compliance, is our

With its tried-and-tested solution, collaborative

innovative functionality. Thanks to the market

agreements with all major battery suppliers and

group’s much-enlarged development capacity,

a finely-meshed partner network, the market

great progress has been made in various

group is well-positioned as market leader in this

areas. One example concerns the expanded

field to convert these opportunities into concrete

applications of the Electronic Patient File (EPF).

revenue.

The development of new EPF functionalities
takes place in conformity with national and

Healthcare

international standards wherever possible.

In 2014 the revenue of the Healthcare market

Amongst other things, Nedap has implemented

group (automation of administrative duties of

the international SNOMED/CT standard in the

healthcare professionals to create more time for

EPF. This standard is used in direct patient care

care) continued to grow. During the year, a record

settings for recording decisions, diagnoses and

number of new healthcare institutions switched

treatment plans. The application of this standard

over to Nedap’s software services.

reduces the administrative cost burden at
healthcare institutions and facilitates uniform

The healthcare market is currently under

coding of medical data. We are therefore

pressure due to spending cuts and the transfer

delighted to report that Nedap’s EPF is the first

of responsibilities to local government. The

multidisciplinary electronic patient file in the

numerous regulatory changes have immediate

Netherlands to be certified by Verenso, the Dutch

implications for the requirements made on

Association of Elderly Care Physicians and Social

healthcare support software. More and more

Geriatricians.

of our competitors are struggling to achieve
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product compliance in time, which can lead to

The additional EPF functionality is also making

major problems for healthcare institutions. In

the Nedap solutions increasingly attractive to

the worst case, healthcare institutions that fail

institutions for the mentally handicapped and for

mental health services. By adopting a targeted

With its complete range of long-distance readers,

commercial approach, Nedap was able last year

the market group is able to offer suitable vehicle

to convince a growing number of institutions in

and driver identification solutions for a growing

this field of the simplicity and power of the Nedap

number of projects. In 2014 the market group

solution.

launched a new Partner Programme. With the aid
of powerful digital devices, our partners receive

The announced spending cuts in the healthcare

even better and more efficient support in selling

sector will dampen the revenue of Nedap

and installing Nedap products all over the world.

Healthcare. However, we expect the ongoing
investments in product renewal to give Nedap’s

In 2013 the market group introduced the uPASS

share in the healthcare market a further boost. The

Access reader, a UHF reader which, despite its

market group is therefore counting on ongoing

compact size, can still be read at a distance of

revenue growth in the coming years.

2 metres. Though the initial reactions from the
market were enthusiastic, it took some time for

In the past financial year the number of hours

the potential of this new reader to be converted

recorded via Pep® (digital timesheets, notably

into concrete applications in projects. However,

for agency staff) showed further strong growth.

the market interest in the new uPASS Access

This software service provides the temporary

reader was finally translated into larger project

staffing agencies with administrative support,

orders, particularly in the second half of 2014. In

thus freeing up more time for bringing temporary

view of the positive practical experiences with

staff and hiring organisations together. With

this reader, we foresee further growth in this

the introduction of a rostering solution in 2014,

segment.

an even larger part of the entire intermediary
process at the agency is supported. Thanks to Pep,

With the SENSIT proposition, Nedap offers a

processing job applications, timesheet recording

solution to intensify the use of street parking

and pro-forma invoicing has never been more

spaces and reduce traffic pressure by guiding

easy. All these advanced features are making it

drivers directly to available parking spaces.

increasingly attractive for staffing agencies to use

Various projects across the world show that an

Pep as their standard solution. Combined with the

attractive return can be realised on an investment

expected growth in the number of agency staff

in wireless parking sensors. Extensive practical

hours in the Netherlands, this will lead to further

tests have shown time and again that Nedap’s

growth in income from Pep.

SENSIT is the most reliable and accurate wireless
parking sensor. Despite the steady stream of new
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Identification Systems

entrants, it is far from easy to produce advanced

The revenue of the Identification Systems

electronic sensors equipped with the correct

market group (products for vehicle and driver

mechanical housing and software so that these

identification as well as wireless parking systems)

offer many years of reliable operation, even in

in 2014 was almost at the same level as in the

extreme conditions, on a single battery. After

previous year. The most important reason for

negative experiences with other suppliers, leading

the slight decrease was the fall in the number

market parties are displaying a growing interest

of large-scale projects in various regions of the

in the Nedap solution. The latest version of the

international market in which the market group is

control software provides partners with complete

active.

insight into the actual status of each component
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in a SENSIT installation, giving added confidence

libraries. Our development capacity is being

to customers such as municipalities and car

focused even more emphatically than before on

park operators. The recent introduction of the

those products that really make the difference.

electronic parking licence, an app for iPhone and

Though HF technology (13.56 Mhz) is still the

Android, further strengthens the business case for

standard for a large part of the library market,

SENSIT.

interest in UHF technology (900 Mhz) is growing.
This opens up a wealth of new commercial

Whilst project-based revenue will continue to

opportunities for the Library Solutions market

influence the short-term revenue in the coming

group, naturally making use of the technology

years, the market group is confident that its solid

already developed within the Retail market group.

and growing product range and increasingly
effective marketing strategy will lead to further

The adoption of technology in libraries is steadily

income growth in the coming years.

spreading around the world. Though it will remain
limited in size, the market for technological

Library Solutions

components for libraries is growing. By focusing

In winding down the project activities and shifting

on those activities with a high added value, and

the focus to the role of technology provider, the

on the expansion of our sales channels, we are

revenue of the Library Solutions market group

counting on further profitable growth for this

(RFID systems for libraries) decreased further in

market group in the coming years.

2014. However, the revenue from technological
core components for automated libraries contains

Light Controls

significantly higher added value than the revenue

In 2014 the Light Controls market group (power

from project activities.

electronics and control systems for the lighting
industry) managed to grow its revenue.

In 2014 a lot of effort went into the reinforcement
of commercial activities. Besides opening up

UV light is increasingly being used for the

new sales channels, extra attention was devoted

accelerated curing of industrial inks, coatings and

to boosting the revenue at existing business

glues. In the past years, Nedap has captured an

partners. During the year, a major competitor

excellent position in this growing market segment,

announced its retreat from the library segment,

particularly in the higher power ranges. Besides

prompting several system integrators who use

saving a lot of energy, our products also make it

this party’s products to actively look for a new

possible to regulate the amount of UV light with

supplier for their library projects. This offers us

much greater accuracy and at any time, leading

good growth opportunities. Particularly in the

to a more effective curing process. With the first

second half of 2014, we were able to secure new

deliveries of our new-generation lamp drivers,

business partners in such countries as Thailand,

which were specially developed to generate

Taiwan, Germany, Italy and Singapore. This

intensive UV light with microwaves, the revenue

expansion of our sales channels will generate

in the UV curing segment received an impulse. In

revenue growth in 2015.

view of the expectations of our customers and our
technological advantage over the competition,

In 2014 we continued to refine the core portfolio

we are counting on further revenue growth in this

of technological components that our partners

segment.

use to build integrated automation systems for
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Revenue growth was also achieved in the

large retailer is now demonstrating in Canada

UV disinfection segment as a result of the

that the promised energy savings are actually

growing number of water treatment projects.

realised in practice. Plans have already been made

Due to persistent delays in the ratification

with Costco to convert the next group of stores

of the international treaty for the control

to Luxon. A reference project of this magnitude is

and management of ships’ ballast water and

crucial to persuade retailers in North America of

sediments (legislation of International Maritime

the advantages of our solution. Trial projects with

Organisation), the demand for our solutions for

Luxon are currently being carried out at a number

ballast water treatment on seagoing vessels

of other Big Box retailers.

remained stable. Once compliance with this treaty
becomes mandatory, seagoing vessels all over the

The expansion of the application of the Luxon

world will be required to treat their ballast water

Live light management system from HID to LED

before discharging it. This will lead to immediate

technology marks an important step forwards.

strong revenue growth in this segment. When this

In collaboration with GE, the Albeo LED fittings

will happen remains unclear, however.

were made compatible for Luxon Live. The fact
that it can now be offered in combination with

Due to the advent of LED solutions for street

LED has greatly enhanced the appeal of our light

lighting, the interest in QL products is diminishing.

management system. The first projects with GE

Although this trend was anticipated, the speed of

Albeo systems were already delivered in 2014,

the revenue decline in 2014 took us by surprise.

and entirely new sections of the market are being

This downward trend is expected to continue in

opened up.

the coming years. The slump in oil prices also
dampened demand for our explosion-proof

Within the vast lighting market, Nedap focuses

lighting systems for industrial and offshore

on a limited number of segments where we can

applications in the 2nd half of the year.

make a real difference. Based on our investments
in high-grade products and an effective sales

In the past year, we worked hard to strengthen

organisation, we are counting on further revenue

the competitiveness of the Luxon® product

growth in the coming years.

line. Amongst other things, the product line
was expanded with our own fittings for HID

Livestock Management

lighting. The combination of lamp drivers with

The Livestock Management market group

accompanying fittings makes it much simpler for

(automation of livestock management processes

our partners to tender for projects. 2014 also saw

based on individual animal identification, which

the completion of the Luxon CQ, a driver that is

help livestock farmers to optimise their business

suitable for ceramic HID lamps. This product was

processes and improve the well-being of humans

co-developed with Philips, whose lamps were

and animals) returned to revenue growth in 2014.

used for testing our drivers. The first trial projects

The activities in both the dairy and pig farming

have now been completed with good results. The

segments contributed to this upturn.

natural warm light that is generated with Luxon
CQ is certain to go down well with retailers.

Conditions in global dairy markets were
favourable almost throughout 2014, prompting
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Winning Costco as a customer for our Luxon

major investments by dairy farmers. Demand for

product line was a major commercial success. This

dairy products is on the rise, particularly in Asian
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countries, but production is largely concentrated

More and more installed systems are connected

in Western countries. The abolition of the milk

online with Nedap. Besides offering great

quota in Europe in 2015 has already induced

advantages in the field of support, the growing

many dairy farmers to increase the scale of their

quantity of data also provides valuable new

business in a bid to supply the global market at

insights. With the introduction of Business Insight,

competitive prices.

Nedap delivers an innovative software service

To achieve economies of scale without adverse

with which genetics organisations can record and

effects for the well-being of individual animals,

benchmark the reproduction parameters within

dairy farmers are increasingly investing in

their own organisation.

automation. The market group’s answer to this
development is the Smarttag. Using an innovative

The intensive market approach efforts in recent

measurement principle, the Smarttag is not only

years bore fruit in 2014, with a strong rise in

an effective heat detection device but can also

the number of sold and installed Nedap group

record a growing number of health parameters.

housing systems for sows in the North American

Smart algorithms can indicate deviations in a

pig farming sector. This expansion is being partly

cow’s behaviour from its normal daily pattern at

driven by the growing demand in society for

an increasingly early stage. Thanks to this early

animal-friendly pig farming. But the fact that our

warning system, health problems can be nipped

Nedap equipment has also delivered excellent

in the bud, the cow is kept in peak condition and

production results in North America has given a

milk yields rise.

particularly strong impulse to the demand for our
solutions. Feed is an important cost factor within

Due to the growing size of stalls, finding

the pig farming industry, so the efficient use of

individual cows is costing more and more time.

feed is essential for a healthy business.

With the Smarttag, the movements of individual
cows can be constantly tracked; the dairy farmer,

In the past years, great effort went into the

inseminator or vet is now immediately directed

expansion of our product range in the pig farming

to the correct place in the stall. This results in

segment. We now offer pig breeding organisations

considerable time savings every day. Other

the possibility of recording the results of their

suppliers are making their first steps in the field of

new genetics lines simply and automatically

animal positioning technology, but the patented

with the aid of our “Pig Performance Testing

Nedap solution stands out for its robustness and

System”. In this way, finishing pigs can be rapidly

ease of installation.

assessed on feed intake in relation to their weight
increase. After a successful start in China, various

Thanks to the simple installation and

agricultural firms in Europe have now also been

operationalisation of the Smarttag and the cow

equipped with these systems.

positioning system, these products are now sold
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both via milking parlour suppliers and livestock

At the Eurotier 2014 in Hanover, the most

improvement organisations. With livestock

important European pig farming exhibition,

improvement organisations, the Smarttag often

farrowing feeding was added to the pig farming

forms an integral part of their proposition. The

product range. Apart from feeding pregnant sows

high reliability of our heat detection has an

with our pig feeding stations, this also offers a

immediate positive effect on the quality of their

solution for automatically dispensing the correct

service.

amount of feed to sows several times a day in

the farrowing and mating stalls. This keeps the

chains are placing the !Sense product line on

animals in much better condition for the next

the list of permitted anti-theft systems for their

production cycle. Together with our solution

stores. This approval is crucial to be able to

for sorting finishing pigs, we are now active in

deliver the product. Another important positive

the entire production cycle in the sow farming,

development is that the hard discounters are now

finishing pig and pig breeding segments.

also convinced of the merits of anti-theft systems.
During the financial year, this gave revenue a

In addition, the market group invested heavily in

positive impulse in several countries, which

the further improvement and professionalisation

helped to offset the strong fall in revenue due to

of resources in order to support business partners

geopolitical unrest in Russia and Ukraine, as well

and end users with the sale, installation and daily

as the cutbacks in store investments as a result of

use of our solutions. With the introduction of the

negative economic sentiment in France.

“Business Portal”, business partners have 24/7
access to all product information, software and

Until recently, the activities of the Retail market

marketing materials. Thanks to an extensive line

group in North America were confined to

of e-learning modules, both our partners and end

supporting European retailers that use Nedap

users can follow a training course at their own

products all over the world. In the United States,

location to learn how to install and use the various

for instance, hundreds of H&M stores have

products. The “Business Portal” and e-learning

been fitted out with Nedap equipment. In the

modules make it possible to expand the number

past year, North American retailers also became

of our business partners at an accelerated pace,

interested in the Nedap product portfolio and

while continuing to assure the quality of our

positive results were realised on trial projects at

technical and commercial support services.

these store chains, with prospects of follow-up
orders. We are now convinced of the commercial

Based on the continuing renewal and expansion

potential of this continent. To take full advantage

of our product range for both dairy farming and

of these opportunities, we decided in late 2014

pig farming, we are steadily strengthening our

to open a new sales office just outside New York.

competitive position. Combined with the steady

We are therefore counting on clear growth in this

expansion of our sales channels, the market group

region.

is in an excellent position to continue benefiting
in the coming years from the expected growth

Last year, the market group carried out trial

in the agricultural sector. Though fluctuations in

projects with a diverse group of fashion retailers

commodity and feed prices can lead to short-term

in order to demonstrate the value of RFID in real

revenue volatility, the market group is counting on

retail settings. Baseline measurements in the

further income growth for 2015.

pilot stores showed, for instance, that stocktaking
accuracy is often less than 70%. If it is not clear

Retail

what the store has in stock, if the correct colours

Despite the difficult conditions in the retail sector,

or sizes are not available, or if articles are left

the Retail market group (security, management

languishing in the warehouse, the customer is

and information systems for retail) managed to

much less likely to find what he or she is looking

keep revenue steady.

for, which means that opportunities to sell are
lost.

More and more supermarket and hypermarket
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With Store!D Nedap offers retailers a combination

intrusion alarms, surveillance, locker management

of readers and software services for simple

and biometrics) posted renewed revenue growth

daily stocktaking. Using the information read in

in 2014.

the store in combination with smart software,
the available stocks can be determined in no

The European market for physical security

time. Practical results show time and again that

management is characterised by a large number

stocktaking accuracy rises to above 98% within

of suppliers offering their own in-house

two weeks. By knowing exactly what is in stock,

products. The average revenue per product

the correct articles can be replenished and more

platform therefore tends to be limited. Due to

sales can be realised. This immediately boosts

a combination of growing price competition

revenue by several percentages. In addition,

and increasing product requirements, many

the number of slow-moving articles decreases

competitors face strong downward pressure

strongly, so there is less need for discounts. More

on their profit potential. More and more

and more retailers are experiencing the significant

parties are therefore compelled to cut back

effect of RFID on store profitability.

their development activities, which weakens
their competitiveness and creates commercial

After extensive testing Tesco – one of the world’s

opportunities for Nedap.

largest retailers – decided in 2014 to switch over
to RFID technology together with Nedap. Initially,

Our strategy to further increase our market

the migration to this new technology will mainly

share is based on three strategic pillars. The

take place at F&F, Tesco’s fashion division. The

first is our Global Client Programme (GCP), which

next phase involves the RFID roll-out to the rest

responds to the demand among a growing

of the company. Winning the Tesco contract is a

number of multinationals for a single standard

major breakthrough for Nedap. Besides giving a

solution for their worldwide security needs. The

strong impulse to the development of the RFID

methodology developed by Nedap provides

market, it also underscores the leading role

for a global blueprint that can be implemented

that Nedap has managed to build up in the RFID

in individual projects in countries all over the

segment over the past years.

world. Implementation takes place with the
assistance of certified installation partners in all

With the broadening of its product portfolio

parts of the world. Thanks to this Global Client

and the expansion of its geographical regions,

Programme, Nedap is increasingly able to bind

this market group sees excellent opportunities

large organisations.

for growth. But it remains difficult to predict
with certainty when these opportunities can be

The second pillar is aimed at boosting the revenue

translated into sales. Though the project-based

per project by complementing access control

nature of the operations can lead to short-term

and locker management with other security

revenue volatility, the market group is counting on

functionalities, such as intrusion detection and

further income growth in the longer term.

video surveillance. The AEOS security platform
offers a unique alternative in this connection.
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Security Management

Most competitors centralise the integration of

Despite challenging market conditions, the

different security functions at server level. AEOS,

Security Management market group (systems for

by contrast, uses software to connect different

access control, registration, payments, fire and

types of security sensors at controller level.

Scalable and simple, this integrated solution

security projects is increasingly competitive with

appeals to a growing number of parties. In the

strong pressure on prices.

coming years, we will further expand the security
functionalities on the AEOS platform.

The general investment climate for building
installations is still far from good. By adopting

The third pillar in our strategy capitalises on the

a strategy based on continuous investment in

recognition within the European security market

propositions and organisation, Nedap will steadily

that Nedap AEOS offers the most advanced

widen the gap with the competition. The Security

Security Management platform. This inspired the

Management market group therefore foresees

launch of AEOS Blue at the end of 2014. AEOS Blue

further growth in market share and an increase in

is a new hardware line, combining the familiar

revenue in 2015.

functional power of AEOS with a competitive price
and improved ease of installation. In addition, a

Production

greatly simplified licensing model and the new

During the year under review, Inventi B.V. made

Channel Partner Programme make it even more

major improvements to its internal processes.

attractive for installers to offer Nedap. With all

Inventi B.V. is a wholly owned Nedap subsidiary

these factors playing in our favour, we foresee a

that produces larger series of fully-developed

substantial increase in the number of partners in

products for the market groups. These process

the coming years and a corresponding strong rise

improvements have led to a significant shortening

in the number of AEOS projects.

of production lead times and a reduction in stock
levels.

Our subsidiary Nsecure B.V. is continuing to make
progress with the development of innovative

As Inventi B.V. exclusively works for Nedap

Safety and Security services. One example

market groups, the increasing volatility in orders

concerns the development, together with ProRail,

from our customers has a major impact on the

of a new management concept for bicycle parking

efficiency of the production activities. As this

facilities at train stations. This system enables

trend is expected to be sustained in the coming

continuous individual monitoring of all parking

years, opportunities for making our procurement,

spaces, so that free spaces can be rapidly located.

production and logistics more fit for the future

It can also identify bicycles that have been parked

will be explored in the coming period, including

too long and should be removed. Another example

the option of outsourcing more of the production

is the multi-year agreement with the European

work and logistics. Any outsourcing will naturally

institution OHIM (The Office for Harmonization in

be preceded by a critical risk assessment to

the Internal Market) in the Spanish city of Alicante,

safeguard continuity of delivery and retention of

which marks Nsecure’s first steps abroad. Under

knowledge.

this agreement, Nsecure provides the organisation
with a full Safety and Security service, including

The electronics production in Groenlo, the

not only the supply and installation of technology

Netherlands has been relocated to the adjacent

but also the day-to-day management of systems

renovated building that was purchased last year.

and security staff. With this distinctive approach,

This business unit is dedicated to the production

Nsecure is able to create new opportunities in a

of small series of new or customer-specific

market where the implementation of traditional

products. Here too, a study will be carried out
to determine the optimal balance between in-
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house manufacture and the use of third-party

The related costs, mostly non-cash, totalled € 8.7

production services.

million.

A decision to outsource a product can also have

The Defined Benefit (DB) pension scheme that

consequences for the level of activity at CIMPL

was placed with an insurance company expired

(Construction in Metal & Plastics).

at year-end 2014. The scheme was not renewed.
The pension scheme was replaced with a Defined

Financial performance

Contribution (DC) scheme with a Premium

Total revenue in 2014 came to € 177.2 million, 2%

Pension Institution (PPI). The conversion led to the

higher than in 2013 (€ 173.7 million). The revenue

cancellation of future obligations, which resulted

from services (subscriptions and maintenance

in a pension income item of € 18.7 million (before

contracts) increased further in the year under

taxes). In addition actuarial results of € 10.2 million

review to € 23.6 million (2013: € 21.0 million),

(before taxes) were charged directly to equity.

which is 13.3% of the total revenue (2013: 12.1%).

This concerns non-cash amounts. From 2015 the

Added value (revenue less cost of materials, plus

obligation to recognise in the financial statements

or less movements in inventories), expressed as a

the fair value of the pension fund investments and

percentage of revenue, rose from 68.4% (2013) to

the present value of pension obligations plus any

70.0%.

movements therein will cease to apply.

‘Subcontracting and other external costs’ rose by

In 2014 capitalisation of assets developed in-house

€ 1.1 million compared to 2013. Greater

was down by € 0.8 million in total on 2013. This

expenditure on increasing the scalability of the

item mainly concerns new development projects.

organisation was responsible for this increase. In

The total costs for research and development in

the year under review, the number of employees

the year under review amounted to € 21.4 million

rose by 17 to 761 at year-end. On average, there

(2013: € 20.7 million). Of this, € 1.1 million (2013:

were 15 employees more than in 2013. The salaries

€ 2.0 million) was capitalised.

and social security charges increased by € 2.0

Net financing expenses were € 0.6 million, the

million, mainly due to the increase in headcount.

same level as the previous year. The share of profit

Other contributing factors were the adjustments to

of associates was down by just over € 0.1 million

the collective labour agreement and higher pension

on 2013.

costs. Normal amortisation and depreciation

The effective tax rate of the Nedap Group

charges were up € 0.5 million compared to 2013.

(excluding the associate) was 21.1 % in 2014
(2013: 18.6%), thanks in part to the application of
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At the end of the year under review, it was decided

the special tax credit for innovations (known as the

to adjust the organisation of the Energy Systems

‘Innovation Box’). The nominal corporate income

market group in response to the considerably

tax rate in the Netherlands is 25%. By making

changed circumstances in the market of distributed

use of the Innovation Box, businesses can reduce

storage. Capitalised development costs, operating

their basic taxable income so that income from

assets and inventories were revalued. In addition,

innovation is taxed at a lower rate. The agreement

provisions were formed for restructuring

with the Tax and Customs Administration is valid

costs. Furthermore, the costs of developing a

until 31 December 2015.

measurement instrument for livestock farmers

These developments resulted in a profit after taxes

and certain operating resources were revalued.

for 2014 of € 17.9 million (2013: € 9.8 million).

Adjusted for the aforementioned extraordinary

November 2019. No covenants were agreed upon.

pension income and revaluation and restructuring

The facilities have a flexible repayment schedule

costs, the profit after taxes was € 9.8 million (2013:

and the financing takes account of seasonal

€ 9.8 million), which is 5.5% of revenue (2013:

patterns. The total credit facilities at the end of

5.6%).

2014 were € 45.6 million, of which € 21.2 million

In 2014 additions to property, plant and equipment

was used. Cash and cash equivalents stood at € 3.8

stood at € 7.3 million. Total depreciation charges

million.

ran to € 10.1 million, of which € 1.2 million related
to revaluations. Investments in intangible assets,

Nedap’s policy is to adequately control any

mainly development projects, amounted to

possible risks arising from financial instruments.

€ 1.4 million, while amortisation charges came

Nedap makes limited use of financial derivatives.

to € 6.1 million, of which € 4.0 million related to

The financial risk management policy and the

revaluations. Inventories decreased by € 2.4 million

risks are explained in the notes to the financial

and amounted to 13.2% of revenue at the end of

statements. Other than financial risks are explained

the year under review (year-end 2013: 14.9%).

in the Corporate Governance section of this report.

Trade and other receivables were € 4.8 million
lower at the end of the year, partly due to the

Outlook

decrease in the average credit term. The average

Our focus at Nedap is on moving markets with

credit term of trade receivables, measured in

technology that matters. Achieving this means

weeks, decreased from 7.9 in 2013 to 7.4 in 2014.

motivating our employees to remain loyal to our

Due to the revaluations of property, plant and

company by giving them the guidance, scope and

equipment and the decrease in inventories and

opportunities they need to translate knowledge

receivables, total assets declined by € 14.1 million.

of markets and technology into appealing and

The decrease in total assets and the addition of the

sustainable propositions. These propositions

profit including extraordinary items to the reserve,

are our answer to relevant issues such as: how

caused a strong increase in solvency. Solvency

can we provide the world’s growing population

(equity excluding distributable dividend and non-

with sufficient food, how can we make more time

controlling interests, divided by total assets) rose in

available for hands-on care, and how can we create

2014 from 36.6% to 42.9%.

safe working environments.

The cash flow from operating activities was more

Developing and marketing innovative propositions

than sufficient in 2014 to finance the investments

is not without risk. Technological obstacles,

in property, plant and equipment and intangible

markets that develop in unforeseen directions

assets, as well as to pay the dividend paid out for

or stronger-than-expected price erosion are only

2013. On balance, the bank debt decreased by

a few examples of the problems we encounter.

€ 15.8 million. It should also be noted that at

The continuing diversification of our portfolio of

the end of 2014 an amount of € 5.6 million was

technologies is of the utmost importance in order

received from the former pension provider. This

to prevent these risks from jeopardising Nedap’s

amount must be paid to the members of the new

continuity.

pension scheme at the start of 2015.
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At the end of the year, a new credit agreement was

This Nedap-wide portfolio of knowledge and

concluded with the primary bank, resulting in the

experience offers market groups a solid foundation

extension of the term of the Roll-Over Facility to 1

for building their market-specific propositions.
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The cross-fertilisation between the market groups
leads to a strong acceleration in the translation
of technological and market opportunities into
concrete commercial successes and financial
results, an essential part of our competitive
strength.
Our investments in innovation and commerce
have served to increase the distinctiveness of
our propositions in the past years, while also
reinforcing our positions in our various markets.
Thanks to the increased robustness of our balance
sheet as a result of the implemented changes in
the organisation and pension scheme as well as a
new long-term financing arrangement, the company
has a solid financial foundation. We therefore look
forward to the future with confidence and foresee
healthy growth for the longer term. Our expectation
for 2015 is that – barring unforeseen circumstances
– Nedap will achieve revenue growth.

Groenlo, the Netherlands, 12 February 2015
The Board of Management:
R.M. Wegman
G.J.M. Ezendam
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Consolidated balance sheet at 31 December (€ x 1,000)
2014

Assets
Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets
Investment in associate
Loans
Deferred tax assets

45,219		
5,805		
3,152		
154		
177		

48,001
10,530
2,961
251
871

			
54,507
Current assets
Inventories
5
23,437		
Income tax receivable		
973		
Trade and other receivables
6
29,444		
Cash and cash equivalents
7
3,768		

62,614
25,811
4
34,267
3,486

			

57,622

63,568

			

112,129

126,182

Equity and liabilities
Equity
Share capital
8
Statutory reserves		
Reserves		

669		
5,578		
32,327		

669
10,701
32,407

		

38,574		

43,777

Undistributed profit attributable to shareholders		

17,877		

9,792

56,451

53,569

145		
4		

130
15

149

145

			
56,600
Non-current liabilities
Borrowings
9
16,209		
Derivative financial instruments
10
239		
Employee benefits pensions
11
–		
Deferred tax liabilities
13
1,874		

53,714
16,391
246
6,805
2,212

1
1
2
3
4

			
Non-controlling interests		
Undistributed profit attributable to non-controlling interests		
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2013

note

		
Current liabilities
Borrowings
9
Bank overdrafts
14
Employee benefits other
12
Provisions
15
Income tax payable		
Taxes and social security charges		
Trade and other payables
16

18,322		

25,654

181		
4,830		
–		
2,191		
407		
3,213		
26,385		

217
20,531
285
738
1,552
2,757
20,734

		

37,207		

46,814

Total liabilities			

55,529

72,468

			

112,129

126,182

Consolidated income statement (€ x 1,000)
2014

2013

177,193

173,696

52,903		
310		
48,758		
43,288		
9,963		
10,557		
7,164		
1,422		
18,712
1,033		

54,518
320
47,704
42,626
8,612
10,016
–
–
–
–/–
1,851

note
Revenue

17		

Cost of materials		
Movement in inventories of finished goods and work in progress		
Subcontracting and other external costs		
Salaries		
Social security charges
18
Amortisation and depreciation
19
Impairment
20
Restructuring
21
Non-recurring pension results
22
Non-current assets manufactured in-house		

–/–
–/–

Total operating expenses			

154,620

161,945

Operating profit			

22,573

11,751

Financing income		
Financing expenses		
Value movements in derivative financial instruments		

–/–

45		
694		
7		

Net financing expenses			

642

70
749
90

–/–

589

23		

585

723

Profit before taxes			

22,516

11,885

24		

4,635

2,078

Profit after taxes			

17,881

9,807

Profit attributable to shareholders of Nedap N.V.			
Profit attributable to non-controlling interests
25		

17,877
4

9,792
15

Profit after taxes			

17,881

9,807

8		

6,692,920

6,692,920

Earnings per ordinary share (in €)			
Diluted earnings per ordinary share (in €)			

2.67
2.67

1.46
1.46

Share of profit of associate
(after taxes)

Taxes

Average number of shares in issue
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–/–
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Consolidated statement of comprehensive income (€ x 1,000)
2014

Profit after taxes		

2013

17,881

9,807

Other comprehensive income
Items that may not be reclassified to profit or loss
Revaluation of defined-benefit pension obligation 		

–/–

7,644			

–/–

5,487

Items that may be reclassified to profit or loss
on subsequent recognition
Exchange gains and losses		

–/–

50			

–/–

2

–/–

5,489

Other comprehensive income for the period after tax			

–/–

7,694

Total comprehensive income for the period			

10,187

4,318

Attributable to shareholders of Nedap N.V.		
Attributable to non-controlling interests			

10,183
4

4,303
15

Total comprehensive income			

10,187

4,318
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Consolidated cash flow statement (€ x 1,000)
2014

Cash flow from operating activities
Profit after taxes				
Adjustments for:
Depreciation, amortisation and impairment			
Book profit on sale of property, plant and equipment		
–/–
Share of profit of associate		
–/–
Exchange gains and losses on participating interests		
–/–
Net financing expenses			
Income taxes			
Non-recurring pension results		
–/–
Non-cash items			

17,881		

in
in
in
in
in
in

trade and other receivables			
inventories			
taxes and social security charges			
trade and other payables		
–/–
employee benefits			
provisions			

7,039

11,943
1,729
999
227
579
803
2,718

–/–

441

703			
–/–
61				
3,845			
–/–

741
87
1,493

				

–/–

Net cash from operating activities					
Cash flow from investing activities
Acquisitions of property, plant and equipment		
–/–
Acquisitions of intangible assets		
–/–
Proceeds from sale of property, plant and equipment			
Dividend received from associate			

10,263		

4,807		
		
508				
456			
–/–
193				
1,430			
–/–
31			
–/–

					
Interest paid		
–/–
Interest received			
Income tax paid		
–/–

9,807

15,794				
10,016
156			
–/–
37
585			
–/–
723
243				
20
642				
589
4,635				
2,078
18,712
–
8,888				
–

					
Movements
Movements
Movements
Movements
Movements
Movements

2013

4,487

–/–

30,696		

2,147
19,162

7,078			
–/– 10,393
1,173			
–/–
1,971
373				
491
394				
187

				
–/–
7,484
–/– 11,686
Cash flow from financing activities
Long-term borrowings drawn			
–				
–
Long-term borrowings repaid		
–/–
218			
–/–
269
Loans granted			
97				
90
Dividend paid to non-controlling interests			
–			
–/–
24
Dividend paid to shareholders of Nedap N.V.		
–/–
7,362			
–/– 10,106
Repurchase of shares			
61				
243
				

7,422

–/– 10,066

Movements in cash and cash equivalents and banks					

15,790

–/–

Cash and cash equivalents and banks at 1 January				
–/–
Exchange gains and losses on cash and cash equivalents and banks				

17,045
193

–/– 14,433
–/–
22

–/–

1,062

–/– 17,045

Cash and cash equivalents and banks at 31 December				
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–/–
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Consolidated statement of changes in equity (€ x 1,000)

				
				
share
statutory		
capital
reserves
reserves

Balance at 1 Jan. 2013

669

11,057

33,923

profit
attributable
to shareholders

13,480

equity		
attributable
to sharenon-controlling
holders
interests

59,129

154

total
equity

59,283

Dividend				 –/– 10,106 –/– 10,106 –/–
24 –/– 10,130
Appropriation of profit		 –/–
354
3,728 –/– 3,374
–		
–
Movement in shares				
243			
243		
243
Movement in pension obligation			 –/– 5,487		 –/– 5,487		 –/– 5,487
Profit for the year
			
9,792
9,792
15
9,807
Exchange gains and losses
–/–
2			 –/–
2		 –/–
2
Balance at 31 Dec. 2013

669

10,701

32,407

9,792

53,569

145

53,714

Dividend
				 –/– 7,362 –/– 7,362
– –/– 7,362
Appropriation of profit		 –/– 5,073		
7,503 –/– 2,430		
–				
–
Movement in shares
		
61				
61				
61
Movement in pension obligation			 –/– 7,644		 –/– 7,644		 –/– 7,644
Profit for the year
			
17,877
17,877
4
17,881
Exchange gains and losses
–/–
50			 –/–
50		 –/–
50
Balance at 31 Dec. 2014

669

5,578

32,327

17,877

56,451

149

56,600

At year end, the company repurchased 25,197 (2013: 24,527) treasury shares that have yet to be transferred to employees
under the employee participation plan.
The statutory reserves were as follows:

2014

2013

Capitalised development costs
5,064
Profit of subsidiaries not freely distributable
693
Exchange gains and losses
–/–
179

10,211
597
–/–
107

5,578

10,701

Total
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Notes to the consolidated financial statements
(€ x 1,000, unless stated otherwise)

Accounting Policies

in which the estimate is revised if the revision
only has consequences for that period or in the

General

revision period and future periods if the revision

N.V. Nederlandsche Apparatenfabriek ìNedapî is

has consequences for both the reporting period

registered in Groenlo, the Netherlands. The 2014

and future periods. Estimates relate primarily to

consolidated financial statements comprise the

tangible and intangible assets, employee benefits

company and its subsidiaries, who together form

and provisions.

the Group, referred to below as Nedap.
Consolidation
Nedap is a manufacturer of intelligent technological

The financial data of N.V. Nederlandsche

solutions relating to socially-relevant themes,

Apparatenfabriek ìNedapî and of the subsidiaries

including sufficient food, clean drinking water,

listed below (jointly referred to as Nedap),

renewable energy, security and healthcare.

over which it has a controlling influence, are
consolidated in full. Non-controlling interests in

The Supervisory Board and the Board of

equity and the result are disclosed separately.

Management approved the financial statements
for publication on 12 February 2015. The financial

The consolidation also includes the Stichting

statements will be submitted to the general

Medewerkerparticipatie Nedap.

meeting of shareholders on 2 April 2015 for
adoption.

The 49.7% associate Nedap France S.A.S.,
Eragny-sur-Oise, France is not included in the

The consolidated financial statements have been

consolidated financial statements. There are normal

prepared in accordance with International Financial

commercial transactions with this associate which

Reporting Standards (IFRS) as adopted by the

are conducted on arm’s length terms that are

European Union and with Part 9 of Book 2 of the

comparable to those governing transactions with

Netherlands Civil Code.

third parties.

The financial statements are based on historical

Intra-group balances, transactions between

cost unless stated otherwise below. IFRS-

these companies and unrealised profits on such

compliant reporting requires management to

transactions are eliminated when preparing the

make judgements, estimates and assumptions that

consolidated financial statements. Unrealised

affect the application of accounting policies and

profits on Nedap’s transactions with the associate

the reported value of assets, liabilities, income

are eliminated in proportion to Nedap’s interest in

and expenses. The estimates and underlying

that associate.

assumptions are based on past experience and
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various other factors which in the circumstances are

Foreign currency

considered fair. The resulting outcomes constitute

The financial statements are presented in euros,

the basis for judgements on the carrying amounts

which is Nedap’s functional and presentational

of assets and liabilities that cannot be simply

currency. Results and financial positions of

derived from other sources. The actual outcomes

consolidated enterprises denominated a functional

may differ from these estimates. The estimates and

currency other than the euro are translated into

underlying assumptions are under constant review.

euros; assets and liabilities are translated at

Revisions to estimates are recognised in the period

the exchange rate ruling at the reporting date,

Nedap Beveiligingstechniek B.V., Groenekan, the Netherlands

90% holding

Nsecure B.V., Barendrecht, the Netherlands

100% holding

Inventi B.V., Neede, the Netherlands

100% holding

Nedap Deutschland GmbH, Meerbusch, Germany

100% holding

Nedap Great Britain Ltd., Theale, Reading, UK

100% holding

Nedap Iberia S.A., Alpedrete (Madrid), Spain

90% holding

Sappers Iberia S.L., Alpedrete (Madrid), Spain

100% holding of Nedap Iberia S.A.

Nedap Asia Ltd., Hong Kong

100% holding

Nedap China Ltd., Shanghai, China

100% holding of Nedap Asia Ltd.

Nedap FZE, Dubai, United Arab Emirates

100% holding

Nedap Inc., Atkinson, New Hampshire, USA

100% holding

income and expenses are translated at the average

Property, plant and equipment

exchange rate. Translation gains and losses on

Property, plant and equipment is carried at

participating interests are taken to the statutory

historical cost less accumulated depreciation

reserves.

and impairment. The recognised value of assets
manufactured in-house consists of external and

Transactions denominated in foreign currencies

directly attributable internal costs and overheads.

are translated into the functional currency at
the exchange rate ruling on the transaction date.

Depreciation of property, plant and equipment

Gains and losses arising on the settlement of

Depreciation is applied on a straight-line basis

such transactions are recognised in the income

over the estimated economic life. Land is not

statement.

depreciated.
The annual depreciation rates are:

Financial instruments
Non-derivative financial instruments

Buildings

3% to 10%

Non-derivative financial instruments are trade

Machinery

13% or 18%

and other receivables, cash and cash equivalents,

Plant

7% or 10%

borrowings, trade and other payables, excluding

Other property

20%

projects in progress. Non-derivative financial
instruments are initially recognised at fair value

Depreciation rates are evaluated annually and

including directly attributable transaction costs and

adjusted if necessary.

subsequently measured at amortised cost less any
impairment losses.

Intangible assets
Research

Derivative financial instruments

Expenditure on research activities is recognised in

Nedap uses interest rate swaps to hedge interest

the income statement when incurred.

rate risks. Interest rate swaps are recognised at fair
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value. Valuation gains and losses are recognised

Development

in the income statement as a separate item in net

Development expenditure for which future

financing expenses. Nedap does not use hedge

economic benefits can be estimated, that can be

accounting.

reliably measured and that was not incurred for the

Financial statements

maintenance of an existing product or adaptation

Inventories

to new market circumstances is capitalised.

Inventories are recognised at the lower of cost

Development expenditure backed by customer

and net realisable value. Cost is established using

orders is also capitalised.

the first-in-first-out method (FIFO). Net realisable
value is the estimated selling price less estimated

All other development expenditure is recognised

costs to be incurred. The cost of work in progress

in the income statement. Capitalised development

and finished goods includes direct manufacturing

expenditure consists of external and directly

costs plus a mark-up for indirect manufacturing and

attributable internal costs and overheads.

purchasing costs. The valuation of inventories takes
the risk of obsolescence into account.

The capitalised projects are technically feasible and
Nedap intends to implement them. The company

Impairment

has access to (or is able to obtain) sufficient

Carrying amounts are reviewed for any indication of

technical, financial and other resources to finalise

impairment in mid-year and at the reporting date.

and market the products it has developed. To a

If this is the case, the asset is revalued to realisable

large extent, the capitalised projects are for lighting

value, which is the higher of the direct and indirect

and detection systems.

recoverable amount. Impairment is recognised in
the income statement. If, in a subsequent period, an

Capitalised development expenditure is chiefly

excessive impairment proves to have been applied,

amortised on the basis of units sold.

the asset’s carrying amount is increased to the
reassessed realisable value, but no higher than the

Other

carrying amount that would have been recognised

Other intangible assets are carried at historical

had the impairment not been recognised. The

cost less accumulated amortisation. Amortisation is

increase is taken direct to the income statement.

applied on a straight-line basis over the estimated

Assets in use and those not in use are reviewed for

economic life.

impairment.

Associate

Statutory reserves

Participating interests over which Nedap exercises

These non-distributable reserves are formed for the

significant influence but not control over financial

amount of development costs capitalised on the

and operational policies are recognised using the

balance sheet, for exchange gains and losses on

equity method established using the accounting

subsidiaries and for the share in subsidiaries which

policies in the consolidated financial statements.

cannot be freely obtained. Statutory reserves have
also been included in the consolidated statement

Deferred tax assets

of changes in equity to ensure reconciliation with

Deferred tax assets relate to losses brought forward

the equity as recognised in the company financial

and temporary differences between the carrying

statements.

amounts of assets and liabilities and the tax bases
of these items. Deferred tax assets are measured,

Non-controlling interests

for each fiscal entity, at the tax rates that are

The non-controlling interests are recognised at the

expected to apply when they are realised.

share that the minority shareholders hold in the
equity of the consolidated company concerned.
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Provision for employee benefits (pension and early

or losses on the settlement of a defined-benefit

retirement scheme)

scheme at the time of settlement.

Defined-benefit pension scheme (up to 1 January
2015)

Defined-contribution pension scheme

Nedap had a defined-benefit pension scheme for

Since 1 January 2015, Nedap has a defined-

the majority of its employees in the Netherlands.

contribution pension scheme for a large number of

This scheme provided for the accrual of a pension

employees. Obligations are taken as an expense to

on the basis of indexed average pay and a term life

the income statement in the period to which they

insurance for the surviving dependant’s pension.

relate.

The implementation of the scheme was entrusted
to an insurance provider who guaranteed the

Early retirement scheme (to 1 January 2015)

defined benefits. A maximum of 25% of the assets

This provision was formed on the grounds of the

was invested in equity funds, the remainder was

early retirement scheme included in the collective

invested in fixed-income securities.

labour agreement. This scheme was only open to
employees who were born before 1 January 1950

The net obligation was determined by calculating

and who had indicated that they wish to continue

the present value of the defined benefits and

making use of it. From the age of 62 until the age of

deducting the fair value of the assets from it. The

65, employees received 80% of their final income,

discount rate was the return at the reporting date

taking account of the increase in the cost of living.

on good quality bonds whose term approximated

The provision was calculated actuarially.

the term of Nedap’s obligations. The calculations
were performed by authorised actuaries according

Deferred tax liabilities

to the ‘projected unit credit’ method.

Deferred tax liabilities arise from temporary
differences between the carrying amounts of assets

Pension cost recognised through the result each

and liabilities and the tax bases of these items.

year comprised the annual accrual of entitlements

Deferred tax liabilities are measured, for each fiscal

(service costs), interest expense on the obligations,

entity, at the tax rates that are expected to apply

expected return on plan assets and other expenses.

when they are settled.

The discount rate, set at the start of the year, for
determining the return on plan assets, was equal to

Provisions

the rate used to calculate interest on the defined-

The warranty provision is for claims made by

benefit liability.

customers under agreed guarantees. The term
during which a customer can exercise this

Differences between the estimated and actual

right varies between products. The provision is

movements and changes in assumptions were

recognised on the basis of expenditure during

recognised immediately in other comprehensive

the year under review and the previous two years.

income and through equity.

There are also provisions for specific warranty and
employee commitments.

If the entitlements under a pensions scheme are
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changed or if a scheme is curtailed, the consequent

Revenue

change in past-service entitlements or the gain or

Revenue is the fair value of the consideration

loss on the curtailment is recognised through the

received or receivable from the sale of goods or the

income statement. The Group recognises gains

provision of services to third parties arising from

Financial statements

Nedap’s normal operations. Revenue excludes taxes

Cash flow statement

levied on sales and discounts granted.

The cash flow statement is prepared using the
indirect method. Cash flows denominated in foreign

Revenue from the sale of goods is recognised in

currencies are translated at the exchange rates

the result when the significant risks and rewards of

ruling on the date of the cash flow or at average

ownership of the goods have been transferred to

rates. Interest paid and received is included in the

the buyer. Revenue from goods installed by Nedap

cash flow from operating activities and dividends

itself is recognised in the result in proportion

paid to shareholders are included in the cash flow

to the stage of completion of the installation on

from financing activities.

the reporting date. The stage of completion is
determined from the proportion of costs incurred

Financial risk management

to the total expected costs.

Nedap has a proper, effective control system whose
aims include identifying and limiting risks. The

Revenue from services is recognised for each

Corporate Governance section sets out the risks

service or on a straight-line basis over the term

and the risk controls.

of the contract. If service contracts are billed in
advance, these amounts are recognised in the

The use of financial instruments involves the

balance sheet as amounts received in advance in

following risks:

‘trade and other payables’.
Credit risk
Subsidies are deducted from other external costs

Credit risk is the risk of a financial loss by Nedap if

during the period to which they relate.

a customer or counterparty in a financial instrument
fails to comply with its obligations. Credit risks arise

Financing income and expenses

in particular on receivables from customers. Nedap

Financing income and expenses are interest and

reduces this risk by insuring trade receivables

similar items received from and paid to third

where possible. The risk of non-payment then

parties and gains and losses on interest rate swaps.

lies largely with the credit insurance company. If

Financing income and expenses are recognised in

possible, security is requested from trade debtors

the income statement using the effective interest

which cannot be insured. If necessary, a provision

method.

for doubtful debts is formed.

Taxes

Liquidity risk

Taxes on profit for the financial year comprise

Liquidity risk is the risk that Nedap cannot meet

taxes payable and receivable for the reporting

its financial obligations when they fall due. Nedap

period and the movement in deferred taxes. Taxes

reduces this risk by aiming for a solvency ratio

on profit are recognised in the income statement

of about 45%, which gives it the ability to draw

unless they relate to items taken directly to equity,

temporary additional capital if necessary. The

in which case the related tax is also recognised

maximum overdraft is € 29.2 million, of which

in equity. Taxes payable and receivable in the

€ 4.8 million had been drawn at 31 December

reporting period consist of income taxes on the

2014. Cash and cash equivalents stood at

taxable result, which are calculated on the basis of

€ 3.8 million.

statutory tax rates and tax adjustments relating to
earlier financial years.
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Market risk

Book 2 of the Netherlands Civil Code, Nedap is also

Market risk is the risk that Nedap’s income is

required to maintain a statutory reserve for certain

adversely affected by changes in market prices,

components of the Dutch companies.

such as exchange rates, and interest rates.
There were no other changes in Nedap’s capital
Exchange rate risk

management strategy during the year. The company

Nedap reduces the exchange rate risk by restricting

and its subsidiaries are not subject to external

the size of transactions in foreign currencies and,

capital requirements except as disclosed in these

if necessary, hedging these risks. The principal

financial statements.

foreign currency is the US dollar. Net transactions
in US dollars (on balance, expense) were no more

Segmentation

than 3% of revenue (2013: 3%). Net transactions in

Nedap’s long-term policy focuses on creating

other currencies were no more than 2% each.

solutions with sustainable meaning for customers,
employees and shareholders. It wishes to achieve

Interest rate risk

this through organic growth in revenue and profit

A change of 100 basis points in interest rates

based on a culture oriented on the expertise,

would affect the profit for the financial year by

creativity and entrepreneurialism that the company

€ 0.3 million (2013: € 0.3 million).

has built up in the past decades.

Capital management

Achieving this objective not only requires know-

To remain doing business in a way that strengthens

how of technology and market conditions but an

it, Nedap uses an operating profit of at least 10%

increasing degree of knowledge of the customer’s

of revenue and a return on equity of 15%-20%

business processes and applications that our

as financial standards. The innovative nature of

solution finally goes into. The focus of activities on

the group and often project-oriented nature of its

a customer or group of customers (market group)

orders, means a solvency ratio of about 45%, based

is a significant condition for creating a genuinely

on organic growth, and not counting dividends

distinctive position in the market and sustainable

payable and non-controlling interests in equity, is

solutions for our customers and their users, and

desirable.

thus also having sustainable meaning for our
employees and shareholders.

Since 2010, Nedap N.V.’s employees have been

The technologies used for solutions are closely

able to participate in the company through

related and the market groups make a lot of use

Stichting Medewerkerparticipatie Nedap.

of each other’s technological know-how, products,

Employees may use their profit share to acquire

systems, production resources and market and user

depositary receipts for Nedap shares. The Board of

experience. This applies for all of Nedap’s activities

Management must contribute at least 50% of their

and market groups. This exchange of know-how

variable annual income after tax to this Stichting

and resources, without financial settlement, is an

in exchange for depositary receipts. Nedap has not

ongoing and informal process and, therefore, a vital

granted the Supervisory Board any rights to acquire

part of the entrepreneurial culture.

Nedap shares.
IFRS 8 requires the financial statements to present
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A limited amount of the reserves of Nedap Iberia

segment information that is in accordance with

S.A. are not freely distributable. Under Part 9 of

the internal information used by the directors to

Financial statements

assess performance and allocate resources. Nedap’s

years beginning on or after 1 January 2017. The

Board of Management assesses the company’s

Group is currently assessing the possible effects of

overall result and the performance of the market

IFRS 15 on the consolidated financial statements.

groups mainly on the basis of its own observations,
day-to-day communications with the market groups
and development and market prospects. Decisions
are taken, staff are deployed and resources are
allocated on this basis. This is non-financial
information. Nedap does not have separate
segments as meant by IFRS 8. The geographical
distribution of property, plant and equipment,
intangible assets and revenues and the breakdown
of revenues into categories are disclosed in the
financial statements as required by IFRS 8.
New standards and interpretations not yet adopted
A number of new standards and amendments to
standards and interpretations only come into force
after 1 January 2015. They have not been applied
in these consolidated financial statements. The
standards relevant to Nedap are explained below.
As in prior years, Nedap has not adopted these
standards early.
IFRS 9, published in July 2014, replaces the
existing provisions in IAS 39 Financial Instruments:
Recognition and Measurement and includes revised
provisions on the classification and measurement
of financial instruments including a new model
for expected credit losses for the computation of
a fall in value of financial assets and new general
requirements for hedge accounting. IFRS 9 will
come into force for financial years beginning on
or after 1 January 2018. The Group is currently
assessing the possible effects of IFRS 9 on the
consolidated financial statements.
IFRS 15 provides a comprehensive framework for
determining whether, when and how much revenue
is recognised. It replaces the existing provisions on
revenue recognition, including IAS 18 Revenue, IAS
11 Construction Contracts and IFRIC 13 Customer
Loyalty Programmes. IFRS 15 applies to financial
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1. Property, plant and equipment and intangible assets

land and
buildings

plant and
machinery

other
equipment*

under
construction
and
prepayments

total property,
plant and
equipment

intangible
assets

year-end 2012:
cost		

40,492

31,239

57,711

1,103

130,545

18,266

amortisation, depreciation
and impairment		

17,407

24,061

43,241		

84,709

7,382

carrying amount		

23,085

7,178

14,470

45,836

10,884

1,103

movements in 2013:
additions		
2,436
1,222
5,117
1,536
10,311
1,971
completed assets under construction				
1,342 –/– 1,103
239 –/–
239
net disposals					 –/–
455		 –/–
455
amortisation and depreciation		 –/– 1,471 –/– 1,821 –/– 4,638			 –/– 7,930 –/– 2,086
impairment							
net movements			

965

–/–

599

1,366		

433

2,165

–/–

354

year-end 2013:
cost		

42,928

31,283

58,389

1,536

134,136

16,354

amortisation, depreciation
and impairment		

18,878

24,704

42,553		

86,135

5,824

carrying amount		

24,050

6,579

15,836

48,001

10,530

1,536

movements in 2014:
additions		
900
2,031
3,103
1,297
7,331
1,188
completed assets under construction				
1,316 –/– 1,536 –/–
220		
220
net disposals			 –/–
34 –/–
183		 –/–
217 –/–
15
amortisation and depreciation		 –/– 1,549 –/– 1,741 –/– 5,151		 –/– 8,441 –/– 2,116
impairment			 –/–
40 –/– 1,195		 –/– 1,235 –/– 4,002		
net movements		 –/–

649		

216

–/– 2,110

–/–

239

–/– 2,782

–/– 4,725

year-end 2014:
cost		

43,828

31,877

61,043

1,297

138,045

17,727

amortisation, depreciation
and impairment		

20,427

25,082

47,317		

92,826

11,922

carrying amount		

23,401

6,795

13,726

45,219

5,805

1,297

*moulds, dies, measuring and testing equipment, furniture and fittings, computer systems and vehicles.
Foreign currency translation gains and losses are ignored, given their small amount.
Property, plant and equipment are insured at new-for-old value.
A mortgage of € 20.0 million (2013: € 20.0 million) has been granted on immovable property as security for all amounts owed
to the bank.
The land covers a total area of 68,000 m2, of which about 5,000 m2 is still available for building.
Obligations entered into at the end of the financial year were € 0.8 million (2013: € 0.2 million).
Impairments are explained in the item ‘impairment’.
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Geographical information on the carrying amount of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets:
2014

2013

Netherlands
Germany
Spain
rest of Europe
other countries

47,022
1,401
1,631
679
291

54,337
1,507
1,677
629
381

total

51,024

58,531

2. Investment in associate
This is Nedap France S.A.S., Eragny-sur-Oise, France.
2014

net asset value at 1 January
profit after taxes
dividend received
other movements

2013

2,961
2,425
585
723
–/–
348 –/–
249
–/–
46		
62

net asset value at 31 December

3,152

2,961

19,928
18,750
1,178
13,833
7,491

23,687
22,233
1,454
14,325
8,367

6,117

8,379

Key figures of the associate,
on 100% basis
revenue
expenses
profit after taxes
total assets at 31 December
total liabilities at 31 December
Transactions with associate:
sales of goods and services
to associate

Of the liabilities at 31 December, € 2,804 (2013: €2,983) is of a long-term nature.

3. Loans
2014

balance at 1 January
movements

–/–

balance at 31 December
The loans have been granted to business partners.
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251
97
154

2013

–/–

341
90
251

Financial statements
4. Deferred tax assets

balance at 1 January
movements

–/–

balance at 31 December

2014

2013

871
694		

481
390

177

871

These are assets of a number of subsidiaries and relate to loss relief and temporary differences between the carrying
amounts and tax bases of assets and liabilities. Certain losses can be carried forward indefinitely and others for 15 years.
At 31 December 2014, there were no temporary differences, unrelieved tax losses or unused tax credits available for which
no deferred tax assets had been recognised.

5 Inventories
2014

2013

raw materials and components
work in progress
finished goods

7,123
957
15,357

9,483
1,236
15,092

total

23,437

25,811

The provision for obsolescence at the end of the year was € 4,104 (2013: € 2,201). The total charge for obsolescence
during the year was € 2,837 (2013: € 1,052), including impairment of € 1,866 (2013: nil).

6. Trade and other receivables
2014

2013

trade receivables
amounts owed by associate
other receivables, prepayments
and accrued income

24,974
1,004

27,573
1,760

3,466

4,934

total

29,444

34,267

€ 0.3 million of the trade and other receivables had a term of more than one year (2013: € 0.3 million).

Movements in provision for trade receivables that are deemed uncollectible:
2014

balance at 1 January
withdrawals
additions
balance at 31 December

48

–/–

169
99
70
140

2013

–/–

174
5
–
169

The average credit term for trade receivables was 7 weeks in 2014 (2013: 8 weeks).
Where possible, Nedap insures the credit risk in its receivables, with a payout of 90% (2013: 90%). Please see the Financial
Risk Management section for a risk assessment.

7. Cash and cash equivalents
2014

2013

cash
banks

34
3,734

21
3,465

total

3,768

3,486

Cash and cash equivalents are available on demand.

8. Share capital
The company’s authorised share capital consists of 15,600,000 ordinary shares of € 0.10 nominal value each
and 15,600,000 preference shares of € 0.10 nominal value each. 6,692,920 ordinary shares have been issued.

9. Borrowings
2014

2013

14,000
1,775
600
15

14,000
1,875
696
37

Balance at 31 December		

16,390

16,608

Repayments due within 1 year		

181

217

Repayments due between 1 and 5 years		
Repayments due after 5 years		

14,830
1,379

14,732
1,659

			

Type of borrowing
Standby roll-over
Bank loan
Annuity loan
Bank loan

Nominal interest rate

Maturity date

Euribor + 1.6%
Euribor + 0.5%
Euribor + 0.8%
8.3%

2019
2021
2021
2015

The fair value of the borrowings is not materially different from their amortised cost.
During 2014, the financing agreement with the bank for the Standby roll-over loan was renewed to 1 November 2019. Security
has been provided in the form of a mortgage of € 16.3 million and a pledge of fixtures and fittings and trade receivables. The
agreement does not contain any covenants.
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10. Derivative financial instruments
The risk of interest rate fluctuations on part of the borrowings (€ 1.8 million) has been hedged using interest rate swaps,
which are recognised at fair value. Valuation gains and losses are recognised in the income statement in net financing
expenses. At 31 December 2014 the weighted average maturity of the derivative financial instruments was 4 years. The
weighted average effective interest rate was 4.2%.

2014

balance at 1 January
valuation movements
balance at 31 December

–/–

246
7
239

2013

–/–

335
89
246

11. Employee benefits, pensions
			

2014

2013

fair value of plan assets			
present value of obligations			

–
–

79,659
86,464

surplus or deficit (-/-) in fund				

–

–/– 6,805

Movements in plan assets:
balance at 1 January			
79,659
79,793
contributions paid			
2,100
3,991
benefits paid			 –/– 1,600 –/– 1,300
profit sharing paid			 –/– 5,000
–
expected return on plan assets			
2,394
2,626
actuarial gains and losses				 24,263 –/– 5,451
value adjustments				
64		
–
settlement		
–/– 101,880
–
–

79,659

shares			
fixed-income securities			
current account				

–
–
–

18,467
61,912
–/–
720

Total at 31 December			

–

79,659

balance at 31 December			
The plan assets consist of:

Movements in obligations:
balance at 1 January			
86,464
79,566
service costs			
3,032
2,750
interest				
3,217		
3,042
benefits paid			 –/– 1,600 –/– 1,300
contributions paid by members			
560
540
actuarial gains and losses			
34,455
1,866
settlement			 –/– 126,128
–
balance at 31 December			
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–

86,464

2014

2013

Gain on settlement:
release of fund assets
on closure of the scheme
release of obligations
on closure of the scheme

–/– 101,880

–

126,128

–

total profit on settlement

24,248

–

Costs recognised as social security charges
in the income statement:
service costs
interest costs on obligations
expected return on plan assets
value adjustments
release of future obligations

3,032
2,750
3,217
3,042
–/– 2,394 –/– 2,626
–/–
64		
–
–/– 24,248		
–

total costs Defined Benefit arrangement

–/– 20,457

3,166

Differences between the estimated and actual movements and changes in assumptions are recognised directly in other
comprehensive income.
lower/(–/–)higher return
on plan assets
24,263
actuarial loss arising from
financial assumptions		
–/– 34,455
experience adjustment			
–

–/– 1,683
–/–
182

		
–/– 10,192
deferred taxes			
2,548

–/– 7,316
1,829

–/– 7,644

–/– 5,487

total		

–/– 5,451

Historical information:
2014

2013

2012

2011

fair value of plan assets
present value of obligations

–
–

79,659
86,464

79,793
79,566

69,837
64,680

surplus or deficit (–/–) in fund		

–

6,805

227

5,157

–/–

Principal actuarial assumptions for measuring the pension plan at the reporting date:

discount rate for pension entitlements at 31 December
expected return on plan assets
annual salary increase for indexation of entitlements
annual increase for built-in offset
pay rises for promotion on top of the indexation

2014

2013

2.00%
2.00%
1.75%
1.75%
1.50%

3.60%
3.60%
2.00%
2.00%
1.50%

Certain other actuarial assumptions are used, including the Generatietafel 2014 (-1/-1)
The sensitivity analysis will no longer be performed following the settlement of the defined-benefit scheme.
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No more than 25% of the assets are invested in equities; the remainder is in fixed-income securities.
In consultation with the pension administrator, which guarantees the pension obligations, the fixed-income portfolio is
made up of units in fixed-income investment funds of a company associated with the pension administrator. The choice of
funds depends on the duration of the obligations. Investment in equities is through units in funds of the same company
associated with the pension administrator. These funds are non-listed.
The actual return on the plan assets was 33.6% (2013: -/-2.6%).
The agreement with the pension administrator expired at the end of 2014 and was not renewed. The pension scheme was
converted into a defined-contribution scheme and is being administered by a premium pension institution from 1 January
2015.

12. Employee benefits, other
This is a provision for early retirement entitlements.

total present value of obligations
of which, of a current nature

2014

2013

–
–

285
285

285
–
285

804
54
573

Movements in obligations:
balance at 1 January
service costs and interest
benefits paid
balance at 31 December

–/–

–/–

–

285

Service costs and interest are included in the income statement

Historical information:

present value of the obligations
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2014

2013

2012

2011

–

285

804

1,588

13. Deferred tax liabilities
2014

2013

property, plant and equipment
924
intangible assets
1,266
inventories
134
receivables
–/–
291
employee participation costs
–/–
159
provisions		
–

1,581
2,553
138
–/–
295
–/–
166
–/– 1,599

balance at 31 December		

1,874		

2,212

Movements in deferred tax liabilities:
balance at 1 January		
2,212		
4,198
taken to the result (net)		
2,237 –/–
157
taken to other comprehensive income
–/– 2,575 –/– 1,829
balance at 31 December

1,874

2,212

The deferred tax liabilities have a predominantly long-term nature.

14. Bank overdrafts
The maximum current account overdraft under the facility is € 29.2 miljoen (2013: € 29.3 miljoen).
From 2015, an additional facility of € 5 million will be available between April and September.
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15. Provisions
2014

2013

738
–/– 1,856
2,586

3,456
–/– 4,359
1,641

1,468

738

balance at 1 January
additions

–
723

–
–

balance at 31 December

723

–

2,191

738

Warranty provision
balance at 1 January
withdrawals
additions

Restructuring provision:

total provisions

€ 0.7 million of this provision is of a long-term nature.

16. Trade and other payables
2014

2013

trade payables
6,244
liabilities on account of investments
521
prepayments
3,216
other payables, accruals and deferred income 16,404

7,150
268
2,903
10,413

26,385

20,734

total

An amount of € 5.6 million of other payables, accruals and deferred income (2013: nil) related to obligations in connection
with the closure of the defined-benefit pension scheme and € 0.6 million (2013: € 0.6 million) had a term of more than one
year.

Off-balance sheet rights and obligations
Long-term financial obligations of group companies:
(in € x million)
		 > 1 year and > 5 years and
< 1 year
< 5 years < 10 years
2014:
building rental
operating leases for vehicles
operating leases for ICT

1.1
0.7
0.3

1.3
0.5
0.5

–
–
–

2013:
building rental
operating leases for vehicles
operating leases for ICT

0.9
0.7
0.2

1.7
1.0
0.8

0.1
–
–

Guarantees issued by group companies in relation to building rental were € 0.1 million (2013: € 0.1 million)
and other guarantees were € 0.1 million (2013: € 0.2 million).
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Nedap leases various business premises. The leases usually have a term of 5 years with a renewal option. Rents are revised
annually. There is also a leasing, maintenance and management contract for hardware and software, which expires at the end of
2017. The costs are fixed per user for the full period of the contract. Four group companies lease their vehicles.
During the year, € 2.4 million (2013 € 2.1 million) was recognised for operating leases in the income statement.
Under the old pension scheme, Nedap was entitled to surplus interest and the actuarial result. The former pension
administrator has not yet calculated these. The surplus interest, on which an advance of € 5.0 million has been received, is
intended for the members of the new pension scheme to compensate for the loss of future indexation. The actuarial result
can only be determined after a run-off period of two years has expired.
Some customers have submitted claims in respect of what they argue is Nedap’s non-compliance with contractual obligations.
Nedap does not expect the claims to have financial consequences.

Related parties
Nedap’s related parties are the associate, Nedap France S.A.S., Stichting Preferente Aandelen Nedap and the members of
the Supervisory Board and the Board of Management. A non-refundable contribution of € 0.2 million was transferred to
Stichting Preferente Shares Nedap during the financial year. There were no transactions with related parties during the
year under review except as presented in the financial statements. Transactions are on arm’s length terms.

17. Revenue
2014

2013

products, systems and installations
services

153,550
23,643

152,743
20,953

total

177,193

173,696

Services comprise mainly subscriptions and maintenance contracts for Healthcare, Retail and Security Management.
Geographical sales areas:
Netherlands
Germany
rest of Europe
North America
other countries
total

52,658
31,538
57,030
20,360
15,607

50,028
32,482
59,304
18,041
13,841

177,193

173,696

Large customers:
No customer represents sales in excess of 10% of total revenue.
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Cost of research and development
2014

2013

total costs		 20,056		 19,464
depreciation/amortisation
and impairment		
2,116		
2,086
capitalised costs
–/– 1,082 –/– 1,971
subsidies
–/–
787 –/–
886
total		

20,303		

18,693

Average number of employees
2014

2013

Netherlands
other EU
Asia
USA

656
63
29
9

640
67
31
4

total

757

742

2014

2013

early retirement/retirement charges,
defined benefit schemes
–
pension charges, defined contribution schemes 3,981
other social security charges
5,982

54
3,225
5,333

9,963

8,612

18. Social security charges

total

Board of Management’s remuneration
basic

variable

pension

income

remuneration

costs

total

2014
R.M. Wegman
G.J.M. Ezendam

383
288

188
144

45
29

616
461

totaal

671

332

74

1,077

2013
R.M. Wegman
G.J.M. Ezendam

375
283

133
102

45
29

553
414

totaal

658

235

74

967

The Board of Management has to deposit 50% of the variable remuneration with Stichting Medewerkerparticipatie
Nedap in exchange for depositary receipts. The depositary receipts have a lock-up period of four years. The purchase
discount and bonus depositary receipts (after four years), total € 41 (2013: € 12), are included in the variable
remuneration.
On 31 December 2014, Mr. Wegman held 13,779 depositary receipts for shares in the company (2013: 10,853) and
Mr. Ezendam held 10,927 (2013: 8,669).
Details of the remuneration policy are set out in the Corporate Governance section.
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Supervisory Board’s remuneration

G.F. Kolff
J.M.L. van Engelen (from 16 April 2013)
D.W.J. Theyse
M.C. Westermann
J.P. Bahlmann (to 16 April 2013)
totaal

2014

2013

40
30
30
30
–

40
21
30
30
9

130

130

2014

2013

2,116
1,549
1,741
5,151

2,086
1,471
1,821
4,638

10,557

10,016

19. Amortisation and depreciation

development costs
buildings
plant and machinery
other equipment
total

Changes in estimates led to an increase of € 58 (2013: nil) in depreciation and amortisation in 2014.

20. Impairment

impairment

2014

2013

7,164

–

The impairment relates to capitalised development costs for the PowerRouter and measuring devices for the livestock
sector. In addition, a revaluation was applied to various items of property, plant and equipment and inventories of the
Energy Systems market group.

21. Restructuring

restructuring

2014

2013

1,422

–

These are expenses for restructuring the Energy Systems market group during the year in line with significant changes in
market conditions and relate to warranty and other obligations.

22. Non-recurring pension results

Non-recurring pension results

2014

2013

–/– 18,712

–

The defined-benefit pension scheme administered by an insurance company expired at the end of 2014 and was not
renewed. The gains relate to the settlement less the benefits and costs still to be paid.
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23. Share of profit of associate
This is the share of profit of Nedap France S.A.S., Eragny-sur-Oise, France.

24. Taxes

profit before taxes, excluding associate

2014

2013

21,931

11,162

income tax
deferred tax		

1,704
2,931

total income tax

4,635

–/–

2,619
541
2,078

Reconciliation of effective tax rate:
2014

Income tax based on
the Dutch tax rate
change in domestic tax rate
effect of tax rate on
non-resident subsidiaries
non-deductible expenses
fiscal incentive schemes
prior-year adjustment
total

–/–
–/–
–/–
–/–

2013

5,483
22

25.0%
–/– 0.1%

68
85
721
122

–/– 0.3%
0.4%
–/– 3.3%
–/– 0.6%

4,635

21.1%

–/–
–/–
–/–

2,791
23
28
71
753
20
2,078

25. Profit attributable to non-controlling interests
The portion of the net result of subsidiaries attributable to minority shareholders.
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–/–
–/–
–/–

25.0%
0.2%
0.3%
0.6%
6.7%
0.2%
18.6%
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Balance sheet of Nedap N.V. at 31 December (€ x 1,000)
(prepared before the appropriation of profit)
2014

2013

Assets

note
Non-current assets
Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets
Financial assets
Loans

32,531		
5,064		
15,936		
154		

33,726
10,211
13,494
251

			
53,685
Current assets
Inventories
4
9,839		
Trade and other receivables
5
30,044		
Cash and cash equivalents
6
611		

57,682
10,657
38,831
533

			

40,494

50,021

			

94,179

107,703

Equity
7
Share capital		
Statutory reserves		
Reserves		

669		
5,578		
32,327		

669
10,701
32,407

		

38,574		

43,777

Result for the year		

17,877		

9,792

56,451

53,569

1
1
2
3

Equity and liabilities

			
Provisions

8

3,913		

8,534

Non-current liabilities

9

14,000		

14,000

10

19,815		

31,600

Current liabilities

Total liabilities			

37,728

54,134

			

94,179

107,703

Income statement of Nedap N.V.
(€ x 1,000)
2014

2013

Net profit of associates			
Other net results			

5,902
11,975

2,987
6,805

Profit attributable to shareholders			

17,877

9,792
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Notes to the financial statements of Nedap N.V.
(€ x 1,000, unless stated otherwise)
Accounting policies
Pursuant to Section 362(8) of Book 2 of the Netherlands Civil
Code, Nedap makes use of the option to prepare company
financial statements in accordance with the accounting
policies used for the consolidated financial statements and
in accordance with Part 9 of Book 2 of the Netherlands Civil
Code. By using this option, the reconciliation between the
consolidated equity and the equity in the company financial
statements is maintained.
Use is made of the option pursuant to Section 402 of Book 2
of the Netherlands Civil Code to publish an abridged separate
company income statement.
The consolidated financial statements have been prepared in
accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards
(IFRS) as adopted by the European Union. Please see the
notes on the accounting policies for the consolidated
financial statements for a description of the accounting
policies relating to these standards.
Financial assets include the Nedap group’s subsidiaries and
associates where significant influence can be exercised
over the commercial and financial policy. The subsidiaries
and associates are recognised using the equity method
established using the accounting policies in the consolidated
financial statements. Associates with an equity deficit are
carried at nil. The equity deficit is deducted from amounts
receivable from these associates. The equity of subsidiaries is
increased by the value of loans granted to them measured at
amortised cost.
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1. Property, plant and equipment and intangible assets

land and
buildings

plant and
machinery

other
equipment*

under
construction
and
prepayments

total property,
plant and
equipment

intangible
assets

year-end 2012:
cost			

32,038

27,094

50,368

1,103

110,603

17,127

amortisation, depreciation
and impairment

		

16,022

22,005

39,354		

77,381

6,413

carrying amount			

16,016

5,089

11,014

33,222

10,714

1,103

movements in 2013:
additions			
2,263
698
3,105
1,536
completed assets under construction				
1,342 –/– 1,103
net disposals				 –/– 1,072 –/–
702		 –/–
amortisation and depreciation 		 –/– 1,127 –/– 1,020 –/– 3,416			 –/–
impairment							
net movements			

1,136 –/–

1,394

329

433

7,602
239 –/–
1,774
5,563 –/–

1,734
239

504 –/–

503

1,998

year-end 2013:
cost			

34,301

23,163

48,632

1,536

107,632

14,978

amortisation, depreciation
and impairment

		

17,149

19,468

37,289		

73,906

4,767

carrying amount			

17,152

3,695

11,343

33,726

10,211

1,536

movements in 2014:
additions			
855
1,607
completed assets under construction				
net disposals					 –/–
amortisation and depreciation			 –/– 1,197 –/–
967 –/–
impairment					 –/–
40 –/–

2,391
1,297
1,536 –/– 1,536
127		 –/–
3,819		 –/–
1,195		 –/–

6,150
–
127
5,983 –/–
1,235 –/–

2,029
4,002

net movements			 –/–

1,214 –/–

1,195 –/–

5,147

342

600 –/–

239 –/–

884

year-end 2014:
cost
			
amortisation, depreciation
and impairment			

35,156

23,589

51,722

1,297

111,764

15,862

18,346

19,294

41,593		

79,233

10,798

carrying amount			

16,810

4,295

10,129

32,531

5,064

1,297

			*moulds, dies, measuring and testing equipment, furniture and fittings, computer systems and vehicles.
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Property, plant and equipment are insured at new-for-old value.
A mortgage of € 16.4 million (2013: € 16.4 million) has been granted on immovable property as security for all amounts owed
to the bank.
The land covers a total area of 61,000 m2, of which about 5,000 m2 is still available for building.
Obligations entered into at the end of the financial year were € 0.8 million (2013: € 0.2 million).
The changes in value are explained in the ‘impairment’ item (consolidated financial statements).

2. Financial assets
2014

2013

value at 1 January
10,533
profit
5,317
profit distribution
–/– 2,500
movement in amounts owed by subsidiaries
1,851
foreign exchange gains and losses
–/–
50
other movements
–/– 1,315

10,949
2,243
–/– 1,709
419
–/–
2
–/–
358

13,836

11,542

–
–/– 1,052

–
–/– 1,009

12,784

10,533

Subsidiaries:

value at 31 December
new loans granted to subsidiaries
loan repayments by subsidiaries
total value at 31 December

Total loans granted to subsidiaries at 31 December 2014: € 3.4 million (2013: € 4.5 million). Surety of € 0.9 million has been
provided on immovable property in relation to the above loans.

Associate:
value at 1 January
profit
profit distribution
other movements
value at 31 December
total financial assets at 31 December
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2,961
585
–/–
348
–/–
46

2,425
723
–/–
249
62

3,152

2,961

15,936

13,494
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3. Loans
2014

balance at 1 January
movements

251
97

–/–

2013

–/–

341
90

154

251

2014

2013

raw materials and components
work in progress
finished goods

833
453
8,553

2,321
417
7,919

total

9,839

10,657

balance at 31 December
The loans have been granted to business partners.

4. Inventories

The provision for obsolescence at the end of the year was € 3,654 (2013: € 1,840). The total charge for obsolescence
during the year was € 2,596 (2013: € 657), including impairment of € 1,866 (2013: nil).

5. Trade and other receivables
2014

2013

trade receivables
amounts owed by subsidiaries and associate
other receivables, prepayments and
accrued income

13,416
14,197

14,425
21,321

2,431

3,085

total

30,044

38,831

Of trade and other receivables, € 0.2 million had a term of longer than one year (2013: € 0.2 million).

6.Cash and cash equivalents
2014

2013

cash
banks

29
582

15
518

total

611

533

Cash and cash equivalents are available on demand.

7. Equity
Please see the consolidated statement of changes in equity.
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8. Provisions
2014

2013

employee benefits, pensions
employee benefits, other
deferred tax liabilities
warranty
replacement

–
–
1,874
1,316
723

5,413
285
2,212
624
–

total

3,913

8,534

2014

2013

fair value of plan assets
present value of obligations

–
–

74,550
79,963

surplus or deficit (–/–) in the fund

–

–/– 5,413

Employee benefits, pensions

Movements in plan assets:
balance at 1 January
contributions paid
benefits paid
profit sharing paid
expected return on plan assets
actuarial gains and losses
value adjustments
settlement

74,550
75,016
1,900
3,613
–/– 1,600 –/– 1,300
–/– 5,000		
–
2,216
2,454
22,509 –/– 5,233
–/–
242		
–
–/– 94,333		
–
–

74,550

equities
fixed-income securities
current account

–
–
–

17,283
57,941
–/–
674

total at 31 December

–

74,550

balance at 31 December

The plan assets consist of:

Movements in obligations:
balance at 1 January
service costs
interest
benefits paid
contributions paid by members
actuarial gains and losses
settlement
balance at 31 December
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79,963
73,954
2,632
2,377
2,966
2,818
–/– 1,600 –/– 1,300
490
471
30,906
1,643
–/–115,357			
–
–

79,963

Financial statements

Gain on settlement:
release of fund assets
on closure of the scheme
release of obligations
on closure of the scheme

2014

2013

–/– 94,333

–

115,357		

–

21,024

–

2014

2013

2012

2011

fair value of plan assets
present value of obligations

–
–

74,550
79,963

75,016
73,954

66,945
61,060

surplus or deficit (–/–) in the fund

–

–/– 5,413

1,062

5,885

balance at 31 December

Historical information:

Please see the notes to the consolidated financial statements for the principal actuarial assumptions for measuring
the pension plan.
The agreement with the pension administrator expired at the end of 2014 and was not renewed. The pension scheme
was converted into a defined-contribution scheme and is being administered by a Premium Pension Institution from 1
January 2015.

Employee benefits, other
Please see the notes to the consolidated financial statements.
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Deferred tax liabilities
2014

2013

924
1,266
134
–/–
291
–/–
159
–

1,581
2,553
138
–/–
295
–/–
166
–/– 1,599

1,874

2,212

balance at 1 January
2,212
taken to the profit (net)		
1,761
taken to other comprehensive income
–/– 2,099

4,456
–/–
525
–/– 1,719

1,874

2,212

property, plant and equipment
intangible assets
inventories
receivables
employee participation costs
provisions
total
Movements in deferred tax liabilities:

balance at 31 December

The deferred tax liabilities have a predominantly long-term nature.

Warranty provision

balance at 1 January
withdrawals
additions
balance at 31 December

2014

2013

624
–/– 1,601
2,293

557
–/– 1,445
1,512

1,316

624

The warranty provision has a predominantly short-term nature.

Restructuring provision
2014

2013

balance at 1 January
additions

–
723

–
–

balance at 31 December

723

–

2014

2013

14,000

14,000

9. Non-current liabilities

borrowings
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Borrowings
This is a credit facility with a ceiling of € 14.0 million ending on 1 November 2019, under which amounts of at least
€ 0.5 million can be withdrawn for a term of no less than 1 month and no more than 12 months.
The interest rate is Euribor plus 1.6%.

10. Current liabilities
2014

2013

bank overdrafts
taxes and social security charges
trade and other payables,
accruals and deferred income

836
1,697

18,457
2,552

17,282

10,591

total

19,815

31,600

Bank overdrafts
The maximum current account overdraft under the facility is € 25 million (2013: € 25 million).
From 2015, an additional facility of € 5 million will be available between April and September.

Trade and other payables
2014

2013

trade payables
2,979
liabilities on account of investments
341
prepayments
806
other payables, accruals and deferred income 13,156

2,668
236
849
6,838

17,282

10,591

total

An amount of € 5.6 million of other payables, accruals and deferred income (2013: nil) related to obligations in
connection with the closure of the defined-benefit pension scheme and € 0.5 million (2013: € 0.5 million) had a term
of more than one year.
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Off-balance sheet rights and obligations
Bank guarantees of € 1.7 million have been issued for group companies.
Nedap N.V. and Inventi B.V. form a fiscal unity for corporate income tax purposes and so each company is jointly and severally
liable for the payment of the corporate income tax due.
Nedap N.V. has assumed joint and several liability for the debts arising from the juristic acts of Inventi B.V.
pursuant to Section 403 of Book 2 of the Netherlands Civil Code.

Audit fees
This item relates to the total fee for services provided by KPMG Accountants N.V.
2014

2013

audit of the financial statements
other services

152
4

137
3

total

156

140

Groenlo, 12 February 2015

The Board of Management		

The Supervisory Board

R.M. Wegman		
G.J.M. Ezendam		
		
		

G.F. Kolff, chairman
M.C. Westermann, vice-chairman
J.M.L. van Engelen
D.W.J. Theyse
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Statement pursuant to Section 5:25c(2c) of the Financial Supervision Act

To the best of our knowledge,
1	the financial statements (including the Other
information pursuant to Section 392 of Book 2 of the
Netherlands Civil Code) give a true and fair view of
the assets, liabilities, financial position and profit or
loss of Nedap N.V. and the undertakings included in
the consolidation taken as a whole; and
2	the report of the Board of Management includes a
fair review of the position at 31 December 2014 and
the development and performance of the business
during the financial year 2014 of Nedap N.V. and the
undertakings included in the consolidation taken as a
whole and the 2014 report describes the risks facing
Nedap N.V.

Groenlo, the Netherlands, 12 February 2015
The Board of Management:
R.M. Wegman
G.J.M. Ezendam
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Other
Information

Independent auditor’s report

Report on the audit of the financial statements
2014

•	the notes comprising a summary of the
significant accounting policies and other
explanatory information.

Our opinion

Basis for our opinion

We audited the financial statements 2014 of

We conducted our audit in accordance with Dutch

N.V. Nederlandsche Apparatenfabriek “Nedap”,

law, including the Dutch Standards on Auditing. Our

in Groenlo. The financial statements include the

responsibilities under those standards are further

consolidated financial statements and the company

described in the section “Our responsibilities for

financial statements.

the audit of the financial statements”.
We are independent of N.V. Nederlandsche

In our opinion:

Apparatenfabriek “Nedap” in accordance with

•	the consolidated financial statements give a true

the Verordening inzake de onafhankelijkheid van

and fair view of the financial position of N.V.

accountants bij assurance-opdrachten (ViO) and

Nederlandsche Apparatenfabriek “Nedap” as at

other relevant independence requirements in

December 31, 2014, and of its result and its cash

the Netherlands. Furthermore, we have complied

flows for 2014 in accordance with International

with the Verordening gedrags- en beroepsregels

Financial Reporting Standards as adopted by

accountants (VGBA).

the European Union (EU-IFRS) and with Part 9 of

We believe that the audit evidence we have

Book 2 of the Netherlands Civil Code.

obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a

•	the company financial statements give a true

basis for our opinion.

and fair view of the financial position of N.V.
Nederlandsche Apparatenfabriek “Nedap” as

Materiality

at December 31, 2014, and of its result for

Misstatements can arise from fraud or errors and

2014 in accordance with Part 9 of Book 2 of the

are considered material if, individually or in the

Netherlands Civil Code.

aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to
influence the economic decisions of users taken

The consolidated financial statements comprise:

on the basis of these financial statements. The

•	the consolidated statement of financial position

materiality affects the nature, timing and extent

as at December 31, 2014;
•	the following consolidated statements for

of our audit procedures and the evaluation of the
effect of identified misstatements on our opinion.

2014: the income statement, the statements of

Based on our professional judgement we

comprehensive income, changes in equity and

determined the materiality for the financial

cash flows; and

statements as a whole at EUR 650,000. The

•	the notes comprising a summary of the

materiality is based on 5% of profit before tax,

accounting policies and other explanatory

excluding incidental income and expenses. We

information.

have also taken into account misstatements and/
or possible misstatements that in our opinion are

The company financial statements comprise:

material for qualitative reasons for the users of the

•	the company balance sheet as at December 31,

financial statements.

2014;
•	the company profit and loss account for 2014;
and
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We agreed with the Supervisory Board that
misstatements in excess of EUR 30,000, which are
identified during the audit, would be reported to

them, as well as smaller misstatements that in our

group’s financial information to provide an opinion

view must be reported on qualitative grounds.

about the financial statements.
Our key audit matters

Scope of our group audit

Key audit matters are those matters that, in our

N.V. Nederlandsche Apparatenfabriek “Nedap”

professional judgement, were of most significance

is head of a group of entities. The financial

in our audit of the financial statements. We have

information of this group is included in the financial

communicated the key audit matters to the

statements of N.V. Nederlandsche Apparatenfabriek

Supervisory Board. The key audit matters are not a

“Nedap”.

comprehensive reflection of all matters discussed.

Because we are ultimately responsible for the

These matters were addressed in the context of our

opinion, we are also responsible for directing,

audit of the financial statements as a whole and in

supervising and performing the group audit. In this

forming our opinion thereon, and we do not provide

respect we have determined the nature and extent

a separate opinion on these matters.

of the audit procedures to be carried out for group
entities. Decisive were the size and / or the risk

Incidental results from structural changes in Energy

profile of the group entities or operations. On this

Systems

basis, we selected group entities for which an audit

N.V. Nederlandsche Apparatenfabriek “Nedap”

or review had to be carried out on the complete set

announced in a press release dated 17 December

of financial information or specific items.

2014 that the activities of the market group Energy
Systems will be adjusted based on structural

We performed full scope audits for N.V.

changes in market conditions. Consequently,

Nederlandsche Apparatenfabriek “Nedap”

incidental results amounting to EUR 7.2 million

(company accounts) and Nsecure B.V. Furthermore,

are recorded in the financial year 2014, relating

we have used the work other auditors for the

to impairments of assets (EUR 5.8 million) and

audit of several group entities abroad. These

restructuring costs (EUR 1.4 million). The incidental

audit procedures, together with additional audit

results from structural changes in the market group

procedures at group level, resulted in coverage

Energy Systems were a key audit matter in our

of 93% of consolidated revenues, 97% of

audit.

consolidated profit before tax and 91% of
consolidated balance sheet total.

For the impairments we evaluated compliance
with accounting standards, amongst others by
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For procedures of other auditors, we sent

taking notice of substantiating documentation

instruction to local auditors of group entities, in

to the decisions for adjustments to the market

which specific risks and focus areas for the local

group Energy Systems. In addition, we assessed

audits were mentioned. In addition, we have a

whether the impairments are specifically related

program of site visits on a rotational basis to assess

to the market group Energy Systems, taking into

the quality of the local audits as support for our

account assets that are expected to be used in the

ability to rely on the work of the local auditors.

coming years. For the additions to the provisions,

By performing the procedures mentioned above at

we assessed that the commitments arose before 31

group entities, together with additional procedures

December 2014 and we evaluated managements

at group level, we have been able to obtain

estimates for the provision. We also evaluated the

sufficient and appropriate audit evidence about the

adequacy of the disclosures in the annual report

Other Information

Independent auditor’s report

regarding “Impairment of assets” and “restructuring

establishment of consent of the works council to

costs”.

and information to employees of the change of the
pension plan to a defined contribution plan. We

Consequences of the changed pension plan for the

also evaluated the adequacy of the disclosures in

annual report 2014

the annual report in respect of “Employee benefits

Management of N.V. Nederlandsche

pensions”.

Apparatenfabriek “Nedap” decided to change the
defined benefit plan to a defined contribution plan

Responsibilities of Management and the

at year-end 2014. As the accounting for pensions

Supervisory Board for the financial statements

and a change of a pension plan is complex and

Management is responsible for the preparation

results in significant amounts in the statement of

and fair presentation of the financial statements

comprehensive income and income statement, the

in accordance with EU-IFRS and Part 9 of Book 2 of

consequences of the new pension plan were a key

the Netherlands Civil Code and for the preparation

audit matter in our audit.

of the management board report in accordance

As the defined benefit plan was applicable up to

with Part 9 of Book 2 of the Netherlands Civil

and including year-end 2014, we performed an

Code. Furthermore, management is responsible for

assessment based on an actuarial report prepared

such internal control as management determines

by an external expert, from which the actuarial

is necessary to enable the preparation of the

results were derived that are included in the

financial statements that are free from material

statement of comprehensive income. In this area

misstatement, whether due to errors or fraud.

our audit procedures included challenging the

As part of the preparation of the financial

key assumptions applied in the calculation, being

statements, management is responsible for

the discount rate, inflation rate, and mortality/life

assessing the company’s ability to continue as a

expectancy and future salary growth. We involved

going concern. Based on the financial reporting

our own actuarial specialists for the assessment of

frameworks mentioned, management should

the discount rate. We also established that other

prepare the financial statements using the going

assumptions were consistently applied compared

concern basis of accounting unless management

to market developments.

either intends to liquidate the company or to

The pension plan was adjusted as from 1 January

cease operations, or has no realistic alternative

2015. Consequently, a settlement is applicable

but to do so. Management should disclose events

as per 31 December 2014, which is accounted

and circumstances that may cast significant

for in the annual report. The settlement results

doubt on the company’s ability to continue as a

in the accounting of an income before taxes of

going concern in the financial statements. The

EUR 24.2 million. We have critically assessed

Supervisory Board is responsible for overseeing the

whether the requirements were met to account

company’s financial reporting process.

for the settlement in 2014, amongst others by
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establishing that the new pension plan fulfils the

Our responsibilities for the audit of the financial

requirements for a defined contribution plan, based

statements

on documentation of decisions of management and

Our objective is to plan and perform the audit

Supervisory Board regarding the termination of the

assignment in a manner that allows us to obtain

defined benefit plan, confirmation of the pension

sufficient and appropriate audit evidence for our

insurer that no financial settlement are applicable

opinion.

other than accounted for in the annual report,

Our audit has been performed with a high, but not

absolute, level of assurance, which means we may
not have detected all errors and fraud. In technical
terms this is defined as reasonable assurance.
For further information we refer to the NBA-site
(www.nba.nl/standardtexts-auditorsreport).
Report on other legal and regulatory requirements
Report on the Management board report and the
other information
Pursuant to legal requirements of Part 9 of Book
2 of the Netherlands Civil Code (concerning our
obligation to report about the management board
report and other information),:
• We have no deficiencies to report as a result
of our examination whether the management
board report, to the extent we can assess, has
been prepared in accordance with Part 9 of Book
2 of the Netherlands Civil Code, and whether the
information as required by Part 9 of Book 2 of the
Netherlands Civil Code has been annexed.
• We report that the management board report,
to the extent we can assess, is consistent with the
financial statements.
Engagement
We were appointed before 2008 for the first time
as auditor of N.V. Nederlandsche Apparatenfabriek
“Nedap” and operated as auditor since then.
We were engaged by the General Meeting of
Shareholders as auditor of N.V. Nederlandsche
Apparatenfabriek “Nedap” on 17 April 2012 for the
financial year 2012 up to and including 2014. As
required by law we will no longer act as audit firm
of N.V. Nederlandsche Apparatenfabriek “Nedap” as
of 2016.

Amstelveen, 12 February 2015
KPMG Accountants N.V.
E.J.L. van Leeuwen RA
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Other Information

Provisions of the Articles of Association concerning the appropriation of
profit in accordance with Article 45

Paragraph 1:

Appropriation of profit

The portion of profit - the positive balance in the

€ x 1,000

income statement - to be allocated to the reserves
shall be determined each year by the Board of

Profit attributable to shareholders

Management and the Supervisory Board.

Other reserves

Paragraph 2:

Dividend payable

A dividend shall be paid on the preference shares

on the ordinary shares

17,877
9,511

8,366

from the profit remaining after the allocation to the
reserves as referred to in the previous paragraph,

Branches

equivalent to a percentage equal to the sum of

-	Naamloze vennootschap 'Nederlandsche

the weighted averages of the deposit interest

Apparatenfabriek Nedap', Vilvoorde, Belgium

rate of the European Central Bank - weighted

(trading name: Nedap België).

by the number of days for which the dividend is
paid - plus three per cent (3%). The dividend on
preference shares shall be calculated on the
paid-up portion of the nominal amount. If, in any
year, the profit is insufficient to pay the dividend on
the preference shares pursuant to the first sentence
of this clause, the shortfall shall as far as possible
be paid out of the freely distributable portion of
equity.
Paragraph 3:
Any remaining profit shall be distributed as a
dividend on ordinary shares.
Paragraph 5:
If a loss is incurred in any year, no dividend shall
be distributed for that year. Dividends may not be
distributed in subsequent years until the loss has
been extinguished by profits. The General Meeting
may however resolve, upon a joint proposal of the
Supervisory Board and the Board of Management,
to extinguish such a loss by charging it to the
distributable part of equity.
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-	Nsecure, Valencia, Spain.
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Miscellaneous

Five-year summary

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

177,193

173,696

171,874

152,345

133,558

Salaries and social security charges

53,251

51,238

47,223

43,729

40,186

Operating profit
- as % of revenue

22,573
12.7

11,751
6.8

16,382
9.5

13,885
9.1

10,621
8.0

642

589

653

934

800

Profit after taxes
- as % of equity 1)
- as % of revenue

17,881
37.2
10.1

9,807
21.2
5.6

13,505
27.5
7.9

10,989
21.7
7.2

8,765
18.5
6.6

Depreciation/amortisation/impairment

15,794

10,016

9,204

8,063

7,857

Cash flow 2)

33,675

19,823

22,709

19,052

16,622

164

160

166

152

143

8,366
9,511

7,362
2,430

10,106
3,374

8,232
2,747

6,559
2,159

4

15

25

10

47

5.03
2.67
1.25

2.96
1.46
1.10

3.39
2.01
1.51

2.85
1.64
1.23

2.48
1.30
0.98

33.50
26.00
26.78
10

33.66
27.65
30.00
21

29.64
19.77
29.30
15

25.70
18.17
20.01
12

24.59
16.69
24.00
18

761
757

744
742

709
702

684
673

652
632

Operations
€ x 1,000
Revenue

Net financing expenses

Added value
per employee 3)

Profit appropriation
€ x 1,000
Profit distributable to shareholders
Retained profit
Profit attributable to
non-controlling interests

Per share van € 0.10 4)
in €
Cash flow
Earnings attributable to shareholders
Dividend
Highest price
Lowest price
Price at year-end
Price/earnings ratio year-end

Number of employees
At year-end
Average during the year
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2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

Share capital
Reserves

669
37,905

669
43,108

669
44,980

669
47,138

669
44,450

Equity excluding undistributed profit

38,574

43,777

45,649

47,807

45,119

Undistributed profit attributable
to shareholders

17,877

9,792

13,480

10,979

8,718

145

130

129

120

129

4

15

25

10

47

Equity

56,600

53,714

59,283

58,916

54,013

Non-current liabilities

18,322

25,654

21,406

22,986

22,694

Current liabilities

37,207

46,814

45,289

45,340

36,964

112,129

126,182

125,978

127,242

113,671

42.9

36.6

38.9

39.7

41.6

Non-current assets

54,507

62,614

60,194

63,406

57,647

Inventories
Trade and other receivables
Cash and cash equivalents

23,437
30,417
3,768

25,811
34,271
3,486

26,810
36,041
2,933

28,142
32,360
3,334

21,635
30,022
4,367

Current assets

57,622

63,568

65,784

63,836

56,024

112,129

126,182

125,978

127,242

113,671

8,519

12,282

11,237

12,434

9,038

13.2

14.9

15.6

18.5

16.2

7

8

7

8

7

Financing
€ x 1,000

Non-controlling interests
Undistributed profit attributable
to non-controlling interests

Total
Equity 1) as % of total assets

Utilisation of capital
€ x 1,000

Total
Additions to non-current assets
Inventories as % of revenue
Average credit terms for trade
receivables in weeks

1) equity is exclusive of dividend payable and non-controlling interests
2) cash flow represents profit after taxes plus depreciation and amortisation
3)	a dded value per employee is total revenue and movements in inventories less the cost of 		
materials divided by the average number of employees
4) 6,692,920 shares are in issue.
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Companies and management

(At 12 February 2015)
N.V. Nederlandsche

R.M. Wegman (48)

Apparatenfabriek “Nedap’’

G.J.M. Ezendam (62)

Parallelweg 2

E. Urff (47)

7141 DC Groenlo
The Netherlands
Market groups
Energy Systems

W.D. Klunder (36)

Healthcare

G.J.W. Droppers (45)

Identification Systems

M.C. Mijwaart (41)

Library Solutions

J.M. Beugelsdijk (42)

Light Controls

J. Somsen (50)

Livestock Management

A.B.M. Verstege (52)

Retail

R. Schuurman (45)

Security Management

R.M. Wegman (48), interim

CIMPL

P.G.M. Oostendorp (51)

Inventi

A.G.M. Scharenborg (59)

		
Nedap Belgium

T. Elferink (31)

Maria-Theresialaan 2.0.1
1800 Vilvoorde
Belgium
Nedap Beveiligingstechniek B.V.

E. Groeskamp (53)

Groenekanseweg 24A
3737 AG Groenekan
The Netherlands
Inventi B.V.

R.M. Wegman (48)

Industrieweg 20
7161 BX Neede
The Netherlands
Nsecure B.V.

J. van Driel (54)

Lübeck 1
2993 LK Barendrecht
The Netherlands
Nedap France S.A.S.

C. Paijens (55)

8-10 Chemin d’Andrésy

A. Sot (59)

95610 Eragny sur Oise
France
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M.G.M. Hoitink-te Woerd (43)

Nedap Deutschland GmbH

I.A.C. van Balveren (48)

Otto-Hahn-Strasse 3
40670 Meerbusch
Germany

Nedap Great Britain Ltd.

E. Groeskamp (53)

1310 Waterside Arlington
Business Park
RG7 4SA Theale Reading
Berkshire
Great Britain

Nedap Iberia S.A.

A. Carmona Badillo (55)

Avenida de los Llanos 18
28430 Alpedrete Madrid
Spain

Nedap China Ltd.

H.D. Kranenberg (55)

Room 2507, Longemont Yes Tower
No. 369 Kaixuan Road
200051 Shanghai
China

Nedap Asia Ltd.

H.D. Kranenberg (55)

Austin Plaza
15F, Units 3&4
No 83, Austin Road
Kowloon
Hong Kong

Nedap FZE

J.B.F. van der Willik (31)

DSO Head Quarters, D-205
Dubai Silicon Oasis
Dubai
United Arab Emirates

Nedap Inc.
14A Industrial Way
NH 03811 Atkinson
USA
81

M.J. Bomers (32)

Corporate
Governance
Nedap

the entire profit to shareholders less any additions
to reserves that are necessary to maintain solvency

Nedap has an open, innovative and creative

at the required level. The innovative nature of

culture oriented towards development and

Nedap and often project-oriented nature of its

entrepreneurship.

orders, means a solvency ratio of about 45%, based

Nedap is a manufacturer of intelligent technological

on organic growth, not including the dividend to be

solutions relating to socially relevant themes,

distributed in equity, is desirable.

including sufficient food, clean drinking water,
sustainable energy, security and healthcare.

Long-term policy

It concentrates on market segments where its

Nedap’s long-term policy is aimed at creating

technological know-how, market knowledge and

sustainable added value for customers, staff

knowledge of the customer’s business process can

and shareholders. It wants to achieve this

create added value for the customer. These market

through organic growth in revenue and profit

segments are approached through the company’s

with diversification and innovation, based on

own sales channels as well as through third parties.

the company’s expertise, playing a central role.
Diversification into different market segments not

The company is organised into market groups.

only opens up new growth opportunities, but also

Each group develops and delivers solutions and

makes the company less dependent on economic

possesses knowledge in the fields of technology,

trends within a single market. Innovation is the basis

markets and customer business processes. Staff

for delivering added value to the customer: the

are challenged to display entrepreneurship, take

customer’s perception of what the solution is worth

responsibility and develop their talents.

in comparison with what competitors offer. Nedap
consequently presents itself in a distinct manner

The technologies used for the various solutions

within the various markets.

are closely related so that the market groups use
and share each other’s technological know-how,

The distinctive strength of the solutions offered

products, systems and market experience.

by Nedap enables the company to occupy its own
place in a given market and ensures that it need

Particular attention is devoted to creating distinctive

not compete exclusively on the basis of price.

value in the products and systems to be sold, as well

The added value per employee indicates the

as the associated services. The professionalisation

extent to which customers accept the distinctive

and internationalisation of sales are also high

strength of Nedap’s solutions and thus reflects the

priorities.

inventiveness and effectiveness of the organisation.
Growth in added value (revenue minus materials)

The main sales market is still Europe, but sales

and added value per employee are therefore key

outside Europe, including the United States and

priorities.

Asia, are developing.
Responsibilities
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To continue operating in a manner that makes

A special attitude must be embedded throughout

Nedap strong, it pursues an operating profit of at

the entire organisation in order to sustain

least 10% of revenue and a return on equity of

the company’s unique character and policy.

15%-20% as financial norms. The dividend policy,

Diversification and innovation are delicate processes

which results from the financial policy, is to pay out

where premature action can be just as harmful as

late intervention. For the staff this means being

fluctuations in revenue will generate more than

receptive to new responsibilities and working

proportionate percentage variances in the result.

methods and feeling comfortable in a constant

New products and systems and the project-based

process of change. For the Board of Management

nature of the revenue, combined with relatively

this means pursuing entrepreneurship, seeing new

short project lead and delivery times, make it

developments in the market and technology and

difficult to estimate future revenue.

making sure that innovation is realised.
Various internal and external factors can also have
For the Supervisory Board this means stimulating

both a negative and positive impact on revenue.

the Board of Management in this innovation process

Important factors in this respect are delays during

and carrying out adequate supervision while giving

technical and/or market development, start-up

the Board of Management sufficient scope for

problems with new products, intensified price

responsible entrepreneurship. The chosen policy

competition, exchange rates (mainly the US

requires excellent relations among the Supervisory

dollar), government decisions and macroeconomic

Board, the Board of Management and staff in order

developments. However, Nedap has a broad

to ensure that new product ideas and marketing

product portfolio. It has developed products for

strategies can be discussed at an early stage and

highly diverse markets, including retail, healthcare,

that successes and setbacks are promptly and

energy, livestock farming, libraries, access control,

frankly evaluated, without leading to a blurring of

water treatment and lighting. The diversification

responsibilities. In this respect, Nedap has put in

policy makes Nedap less sensitive to economic

place a working environment in which the various

developments in one market.

elements of ‘governance’ are mutually reinforcing.
The markets in which Nedap is active are set
Risk and Risk Management

to undergo radical change in the coming years

Risks are an integral part of entrepreneurship. The

under the impact of increasing transparency and

trick is to limit these risks as far as possible without

convergence. The markets will be larger in scale,

impeding the company’s entrepreneurial drive.

more international in character and more fiercely

The ‘Management System’ at Nedap, as described

competitive. New online applications in particular

elsewhere in this report, forms the procedural basis

are leading to improved transparency, which makes

for identifying risks as early as possible and taking

it easier for customers to compare competing

measures where necessary. The Controlling Groenlo

propositions around the world. At the same time,

Department plays a leading role in this respect. The

the introduction of new technologies means that

risks at Nedap can be broadly divided into risks that

existing products can abruptly become less relevant.

are inherent in entrepreneurship and risks that arise
from breaches of company or social standards and

New product developments can also be adopted

regulations, such as fraud.

at lightning speed by markets all over the world.
Initial imperfections in products can therefore lead

Entrepreneurial risks

to larger losses for, and corresponding claims from,

Revenue and expenses

end users. Nedap takes great care to guarantee the

Nedap’s entrepreneurial and project-based nature

quality and safety of its products, using standards

means that its revenue varies annually. Due to

that are partly based on laws and regulations as well

the high added value (in percentage terms) of the

as test and control systems.

company’s revenue (revenue minus materials),
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But it is not only technical risks that are increasing.

offers the company scope for making the most

The much larger scale of projects, many of which

sensible strategic decisions for its long-term future.

are implemented at locations around the world, is
also giving rise to much greater project, certification

Staff

and legal risks. Managing these risks will become

Nedap’s competitive strength derives largely from

increasingly important in the future and will

the talent, dedicated efforts and enterprising spirit

consistently be taken on board as an integral part of

of our staff. One of the largest risk factors for Nedap

the development of new propositions.

therefore remains the ability to attract and retain
the right people. Accordingly, a lot of attention is

Delays during the technical and/or market

devoted to the recruitment of new talent, the further

development of new products can also lead to

development of the talent that is already available

substantially higher costs. As external increases in

within the organisation and the better utilisation of

raw material and commodity costs cannot always

talent.

be recharged to customers, margins can come
under pressure. Rapid economic obsolescence of

The value of defined benefit pension entitlements

components, the abortion of product launches and

(Defined Benefit) is calculated according to IFRS

the sooner-than-expected ending of product life

reporting rules. The calculations are based on

cycles can necessitate substantial write-downs on

capital market interest rates and can therefore

inventories. Nedap’s Road to Excellence programme

show strong annual fluctuations. The resulting gains

was partly set up to mitigate these risks.

or losses must be taken directly to equity. This
increases the volatility of solvency. On 1 January

Risks arising from customer insolvency are reduced

2015, the Defined Benefit scheme was converted

wherever possible with credit insurance. Controlling

into a Defined Contribution scheme. Nedap’s actual

in Groenlo continuously monitors the currency

pension obligation thus remains limited to the

markets and assesses to what extent currency risks

payment of the annual contributions and single

can and must be hedged in specific situations.

premiums.

Besides making many markets more fiercely

Financial performance

competitive, the aforementioned changes are also

To maintain the entrepreneurial drive that makes

spurring a radical realignment of market positions.

Nedap strong, the company’s financial objectives are

The gap between winners and losers will also

an operating profit of at least 10% of revenue and a

widen in this uncompromising struggle for new

return on equity of 15% to 20%. In view of Nedap’s

market positions. The losers who fail to keep up

innovative character and the largely project-based

with developments can see their markets vanish

nature of its work, a solvency ratio of about 45%,

overnight, while the winners will be confronted with

based on organic growth, is considered desirable.

surging demand that will need to be effectively

Dividend payable is not included in equity. The

managed.

operating profit for 2014 amounted to 12.7%, the
return on equity was 37.2% and the solvency ratio

In the coming years, therefore, Nedap must continue

stood at 42.9%. Nedap expects to achieve the set

investing in the quality of its propositions and in the

objectives in the medium term.

scalability of its organisation in order to respond
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adequately to the growing demand for its products

The risks attaching to the use of financial

and services. Nedap’s solid financial policy also

instruments are described in the section on financial

risk management in the financial statements. The

monitors the risks relating to the group companies.

financing agreement with the bank contains no

These group companies make use of the central ICT

covenants. No specific reports are submitted to the

infrastructure.

bank.
The Dutch group company Nsecure B.V. in
The added value of revenue is largely created in

Barendrecht and the 49.7% equity interest in Nedap

the Netherlands. The income tax expense therefore

France S.A.S operate virtually independently. Nedap

largely consists of Dutch corporate income tax.

Iberia S.A., which undertakes activities in Spain and
Portugal, operates under Spanish management but

Corporate culture

works closely together with the market groups in

Nedap’s policy is targeted at organic growth, which

Groenlo.

is subject to fewer risks than acquisition-driven
growth.

Risks arising from breaches of company or social
standards and regulations, such as fraud

The informal, enterprising corporate culture is one

Apart from social control, managers play an

of the key mainstays of the success of the Nedap

important role in preventing fraud and other forms

organisation, but it also heightens the risks inherent

of inappropriate behaviour at Nedap. They must

in doing business. The daily direct contacts of the

set the right example and, through ‘hands on’

Board of Management and the Controlling with

management, promote awareness of what is and

managers and employees in Groenlo limit these

what is not tolerated. In addition, the Controlling

risks. It is imperative that employees are aware of

Groenlo Department continuously assesses and

the risks and also articulate and discuss these risks

monitors the administrative organisations and

amongst one another. After all, awareness of risks

internal measures of control, devoting extensive

is the first step towards managing them. A careful

attention to the prevention of fraud. During the

consideration of all risks must automatically form

annual audit, the external auditors discuss the

part of information flows and decision-making.

internal control measures aimed at preventing
and detecting fraud with various officers in the

Members of the Board of Management and

organisation and with the Supervisory Board.

Supervisory Board as well as other managers
should set an example, as this will encourage

Nedap ensures that its intellectual property is

others to follow the same high standards. They

protected wherever possible, such as with patents.

must create a culture where full justice is done to

This provides no guarantee, however, that third

risk management. The actions and behaviour of

parties (are able to) infringe its rights. Any such

Nedap and its employees must be characterised by

infringements can lead to substantial losses. In

integrity at all times. This integrity is not based on

addition, Nedap takes measures to ensure that it

all manner of formal rules, but on what every normal

does not infringe the rights of third parties itself.

person knows to be right or wrong.
Close contact is also maintained with the group
companies at home and abroad. Nearly all group
companies are controlled from the market groups
in Groenlo. The management consists of (former)
employees of Nedap N.V. Controlling in Groenlo also
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Social aspects of doing business

in the Netherlands, partly with a view to retaining
employment.

Nedap’s culture

We work closely with a sheltered employment

Corporate social responsibility, or sustainable

service so we can offer people with work limitations

business, is a natural part of Nedap and rooted in

a meaningful working environment.

its corporate culture. It is also part of our corporate
objective: to develop and supply innovative and

Sustainability is not just about manufacturing

sustainable security and electronic control solutions

sustainable products, but involves the search for

as well as automation, management and information

new, inventive production methods and the design

systems for organisations. Sustainable business is

of the related processes. Social responsibility in

therefore anchored in all our business processes.

purchasing is also important. We therefore also
consider the environmental and social aspects

Every business decision involves weighing up the

of products and components we purchase.

interests of the various stakeholders. For many

Environmental aspects have to do with the impact

years, the search for a balance between financial

of the item or the production process on the

results, social interests and the environment has

environment; social aspects include respect for

been embedded in our way of working as a matter

human rights and employment rights.

of course. Sustainable business is an ongoing

We obey the law in the countries where we operate,

process, not an end in itself.

support universal human rights and apply high
health, safety and environmental standards.

Our long-term policy focuses on creating
sustainable added value for customers, employees,

As an international industrial business, we are

shareholders and society. We are convinced that

responsible for protecting and monitoring the

sustainable business leads to sustainable growth

surroundings where we operate. We aim to minimise

and creates value.

any adverse environmental effects of our activities
and, of course, ‘prevention is better than cure’. This

Developing and supplying sustainable products,

aim applies to the whole production process and

systems and services

the entire lifecycle of a product - from extraction of

At Nedap, quality, safety and sustainability are

raw materials, through manufacturing and use of the

not just empty words. Every Nedap employee

product to final disposal/reuse.

is aware that Nedap products must meet these
characteristics. We therefore develop high-quality

We focus on minimising the use of potentially

products, systems and services for our customers

dangerous chemicals in our products. This means

that improve their futures (and those of their

that, where appropriate, we want to find ways to

customers), and deliver them at a fair price.

reduce consumption or switch to materials with a
more favourable effect on the environment.

Production is concentrated as far as possible at
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our subsidiary, Inventi B.V., in Neede, where the

As raw materials are growing scarcer, we consider

continual aim is to achieve the most efficient

it important to try and make efficient use of those

possible production process for high-quality

materials as well as intermediate goods. As a result,

sustainable products. While many other companies

our manufacturing processes result in as little waste

have outsourced manufacturing to low-wage

as possible. This not only reduces the adverse effect

countries, we keep as much of this work as possible

on the environment but also saves costs.

We are focusing on further reducing the amount of

Partly as a result of this, we are able to attract and

packaging materials, reusing packaging, recycling

keep people of the highest quality to help further

materials and using environmentally-friendly,

develop our activities.

sustainable packaging materials and lightweight
packaging. The negative environmental impact of

Our employees are entitled to work in safe and

electricity generation prompts us to give priority to

healthy conditions in attractive surroundings.

reducing consumption, including ongoing efforts to

Given that new ideas and new ways of thinking

make substantial reductions in the energy used by

are essential to remaining competitive, we must

our products.

foster an environment and mode of thought that
encourage the spirit of enterprise and new ideas

Both Nedap Groenlo and Inventi B.V. exclusively

in people and teams. This means stimulating ‘Yes’

use sustainable electricity, which is generated

instead of ‘Yes but...’, ‘Why not’ instead of ‘Why’. It

without the use of environmentally damaging

is a mentality that gets good ideas to market faster.

fossil fuels while emitting almost no pollutants. We

Moreover, we keep people with bright ideas within

continue to search for new techniques to reduce

our company.

energy consumption, including low-energy lighting,
presence sensors and ultrasonic humidification.

Nedap does not have a hierarchical structure and
helps its people develop a broad, interested view of

Healthy commercial results

the world.

A healthy financial situation is a precondition for

We encourage them to ask questions. We can often

the company’s continuity. To ensure that Nedap can

find a different, better way if we challenge ourselves

continue doing business in a way that fosters our

and our customers to look at things from more than

strength, we use an operating profit of at least 10%

one perspective.

of revenue and a return on equity of 15%-20% as
financial standards. Given the innovative nature of

Nedap and society are inextricably linked; one

Nedap as a whole and the often project-oriented

influences the other. A number of important aspects

nature of its orders, we consider it desirable to

of this are mentioned below.

maintain a solvency ratio of about 45%, based
on organic growth. In principle, the remainder is

Human rights

distributed to the shareholders.

Nedap respects the rights set out in the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, which states that

Decision-making takes into account the interests of

every party in society, including businesses, must

all stakeholders and a responsible balance is sought,

observe and secure human rights.

and usually found, between the commercial results,
social interests and the environment.

Pursuant to the OECD guideline, Nedap will
investigate companies with which it maintains direct
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Employees and social responsibility

business relations to establish how they deal with

Employees and their expertise are critical success

human rights. A visit to these companies is part of

factors for Nedap. Our business grows as our

Nedap’s normal business procedure.

people grow, so we attach great importance to their

The human rights investigation will be carried

professional and personal development. At Nedap,

out in a manner that is appropriate in the light of

we do all we can to develop existing talent and to

Nedap’s size, the nature and context of its activities

encourage new skills and professional progress.

and the seriousness of the risks of unfavourable

Corporate Governance

human rights effects. Whenever it becomes clear

Child labour, forced labour and slavery

that abuses occur in the field of human rights or

Child labour is defined as any type of work that

any other aspect mentioned below, Nedap will take

prevents children from getting an education,

appropriate measures and, if necessary, switch over

damages their physical and/or psychological health,

to another supplier.

restricts their development or robs them of their
childhood or self-respect. At a minimum, Nedap

Free enterprise

complies with the regulations of the countries in

We support free enterprise and fair competition.

which it operates. Under no circumstances will

We aim to meet the needs of our customers faster,

Nedap use forced labour, employ children in breach

better and more clearly than our competitors. We

of Conventions 138 and 182 of the International

compete fiercely but fairly.

Labour Organization or act in breach of the UN
Convention on the Rights of the Child.

Privacy
We protect the confidentiality of identifiable

Exploitation

personal information regarding customers,

Exploitation of vulnerable individuals or groups will

employees, business contacts and other individuals.

not be tolerated in any circumstances.

Communication

Working conditions

Unless absolute confidentiality is required, we aim

Wages and benefits must fully meet local standards,

for open, accurate and timely communication.

comply with local legislation and be in line with
general principles of justice and fair treatment.

Integrity and responsibility
Ethical and responsible conduct is important to our

Relationships

business. If we do the right thing, people know we

We want to do business with companies that

are a company they can trust. Trust is the basis of

subscribe to our ethical values and meet our social

good interaction. Integrity and honesty are essential

and environmental standards.

in business transactions: there is no room for bribery
or unethical practices, nor for conflicts of interest.
And yet, integrity and responsibility go further than
that. They are about doing things in the right way, as
a company and as individuals.
Treating everyone fairly
We will never discriminate on the basis of race,
ethnic background, age, religion, gender, sexual
orientation or disability. We want our workforce to
be a reflection of the society in which we operate.
All our employees can expect fair and equal
treatment from the company, irrespective of their
job or where they are located.
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The branding projects what Nedap stands for:

Nedap realises intelligent, technological solutions
for socially relevant themes. Sufficient food for a
growing population, clean drinking water across the
world and smart sustainable energy networks are
just a few examples of the areas in which Nedap is
active. Nedap’s products and services all have one
thing in common: they always offer a solution to a
socially relevant problem.
Sustainable entrepreneurship - one of the drivers of
innovation - is integral to Nedap’s strategy which is
determined by, and the responsibility of, the Board
of Management. Specific performance objectives let
alone quantitative targets - form part of this. After
all, sustainable entrepreneurship is a continuous
process and not an end in itself.
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Governance

are also given an opportunity to recommend
persons for appointment.

The Supervisory Board and Board of Management
of Nedap believe they comply with the ‘principles

The profile for the size and composition of the

of good corporate governance’ set out in the

Supervisory Board is described in the ‘Profile of the

Dutch Corporate Governance Code. The ‘best

Supervisory Board’ section in the annual report and

practice’ provisions are largely complied with. The

also on the company’s website. The membership of

information required by the Code is provided in

the Supervisory Board conforms with the profile.

various places in the Annual Report.
The professional background of the members has
Reading the ‘best practice’ provisions it soon

also been published. The members are independent

becomes apparent that these are aimed at large

of the company and of each other. None of the

listed companies. This focus of the Code is

members holds more supervisory directorships

understandable given those companies’ individual

at Dutch listed companies than specified in the

social relevance. Smaller companies, such as Nedap,

Code. The Supervisory Board currently has four

are, however, organised completely differently from

members. In view of Nedap’s transparency and the

large listed companies. The management is more

limited size of the Supervisory Board, there are no

in touch with daily practice, and so lines of control

audit, remuneration or selection and appointment

are less formal and more direct. The nature and

committees. Consequently, the full Supervisory

smaller size of such companies also means that

Board is designated to perform the duties of the

the control structure is usually less complex and

audit and other committees. The chairman of

the division of tasks less stringent. Moreover, the

the Supervisory Board oversees the quality and

supervisory boards of smaller companies tend to

frequency of the information flow on the company’s

be more involved in the company and consequently

financial performance, market position, product

have a better understanding of what is happening

development and organisational progress. The

within the company. This, too, obviously improves

Supervisory Board as a whole assesses the financial

the quality of supervision in general. In cases where

and other information.

the detailed nature of the ‘best practice’ provisions
is designed to address typical governance issues

The remuneration arrangements made with the

at large listed companies, the ‘apply or explain’

Board of Management are set out below. The

rule does not provide enhanced insight into the

chairman and a member of the Supervisory Board

application of the desired principles of sound

hold annual appraisal interviews with the members

corporate governance and supervision at smaller

of the Board of Management on the basis of

companies. Nevertheless, departures from the

predefined targets. The variable income of the Board

provisions will be disclosed and explained as

of Management is determined by the performance

required.

of its members with respect to those targets. The
maximum variable remuneration is 90% of the fixed

Management and supervision

annual income.

Nedap falls within the ‘statutory two-tier board

Given the small size of the Supervisory Board, the

system’ and so supervisory directors are appointed

experience of its members and the need for flexible

by the general meeting of shareholders on a

working procedures, the Board has not drawn up any

nomination of the Supervisory Board. In this

formal regulations.

connection, the shareholders and the Works Council
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The statutory Board of Management has two

least by a percentage equal to that of the salary

members. The Supervisory Board members believe

increase provided for in the Nedap’s Collective

that appointing directors for four-year terms would

Labour Agreement.

impede the proper performance of their role within
the company. The directors are entrusted with

II

Variable annual income

the task of mapping out the company’s long-term

	The variable annual income depends on the

strategy and translating that strategy into effective

members of the Board of Management meeting

policy. Four-year mandates are not sufficient to

targets set in advance by the Supervisory Board.

adequately fulfil this role at a company like Nedap.

One third of the variable income is determined

The annual appraisal interviews also enable

by financial targets, one third by targets relating

the Supervisory Board members to monitor the

to the development of the internal organisation

performance of the directors more effectively than if

and one third by targets focusing on the way

they were reappointed once every four years.

in which the organisation operates in its
environment. 60% of the fixed annual income

The members of the Board of Management do not

is paid for performance at target level, with a

hold supervisory board memberships with any other

maximum of 90% of the fixed annual income.

companies, nor do they hold any interests in other
companies that conflict with those of Nedap. Given

Each director must contribute at least 50% of

Nedap’s size and market position, the Supervisory

his variable annual income after tax to Stichting

Board and the Board of Management see no need to

Medewerkerparticipatie Nedap in exchange for

draw up ‘regulations concerning ownership of and

depositary receipts. This means that a significant

transactions in securities by board members, other

part of the variable income is dependent on the

than securities issued by their own company’. It

company’s long-term performance.

has been agreed that the acquisition of interests in
another company that might give rise to a potential

The Supervisory Board may increase or decrease

conflict of interests shall be avoided and, in case of

the variable income if in its opinion the calculations

doubt, shall be discussed in advance. This applies

lead to an unreasonable outcome.

to members of both the Supervisory Board and the
Board of Management.
Remuneration policy for the statutory Board of
Management
The aim of the remuneration policy is to have a
compensation package for the Board of Management
that contributes to attracting and retaining qualified
and expert directors, ensuring and advancing the
medium and long-term interests of the company.
The compensation package for the Board of
Management comprises:
I

Fixed annual income

	Fixed annual income that is revised each year at
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If variable remuneration is granted on the basis

resolutions are subject to the approval of the

of incorrect information, the Supervisory Board is

Supervisory Board.

entitled to recover it from the director concerned.
The remuneration package for the Board of

	Each year the Board of Management provides

Management has been set taking into account

the Supervisory Board with an outlook for the

internal pay relationships and market information.

coming years which, on the basis of the then

The remuneration package is reviewed regularly to

available knowledge, sets out the company

ensure that it is still competitive and in line with the

strategy and provides a breakdown of figures for

weight and complexity of the duties.

the coming year, as well as forecasting expected
developments for the foreseeable future.

The pension scheme for the Board of Management is

		

based on average pay, with general salary increases

	The Board of Management also reports regularly

also being included over past years of service.

(ten times per year) to the Supervisory Board

Pension rights are accrued at a rate of 1.84% per

on the actual performance versus budget. The

year. The pensionable salary is based on the fixed

Supervisory Board meets at least five times per

annual income.

year, and more often as necessary, to discuss
these reports

No arrangements have been made with the
members of the Board of Management regarding a
period of notice or redundancy scheme.

II	The market group managers set out their views
each year in the budget. This includes, on the
basis of the objective, the plans relating to

No loans, advances or guarantees have been

the market, R&D efforts, staffing and capital

granted to the directors.

investments.

Management System

	The market group managers also report regularly

Nedap has an adequate and effective Management

(ten times per year) to the Board of Management

System which is designed to:

on the actual performance versus the budget.
In addition to this reporting system, a regular

–	test actual progress and performance against the
objectives,
–	enable management to retain control over
responsibilities delegated to others,
–	manage cash and other flows representing a

exchange of information takes place between
the Board of Management and market group.
This is made easier by the fact that the Board of
Management and the market group management
are both based in Groenlo.

monetary value within the organisation,
–

identify and restrict risks,

–

prevent fraud.

	In addition, the Board of Management and the
market group managers also consult prior to any
definite decision-making on:

The internal information and reporting flows are as
follows:

– significant market-related decisions,
– R&D projects,

I	Article 20 of the Articles of Association of Nedap
N.V. specifies which Board of Management
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– staff appointments,
– capital investments.

	Certain actions by the management of

	External reporting is on the basis of the

subsidiaries are also subject to the approval of

standards laid down by the International

the Board of Management of Nedap. In addition,

Accounting Standards Board and accepted by the

a budget (including income statement, balance

European Union.

sheet, capital expenditure, staffing) must be
submitted for the coming year. Here too regular

IV	The external auditor then acts as objective

reports are submitted (ten times a year) to the

assessor of this process for the parts relevant to

Board of Management and the market group

the annual audit.

management on the actual performance versus
budget.

The Board of Management states that the internal
control system as described provides a reasonable

III	Internally, Controlling in Groenlo plays a leading

degree of assurance that the financial reporting is

role in the analysis the strategy and the various

free of material errors or an incorrect presentation

plans and monitors the implementation versus

of facts. The financial reports give a true and fair

set targets.

view of the company’s financial situation and results

	This department ensures that the administrative

of its activities and the required notes. The internal

organisation and data processing are sufficient

control system has operated satisfactorily during the

to ensure the uniform and correct handling of

year under review.

all financial and business matters. It has set up
a uniform reporting system based on standards

There was intensive contact during the year with

(including explanatory notes) that is designed to

the management of subsidiaries and market groups

supply the information required by the Board of

and Controlling on transactions undertaken by the

Management.

company and on detailed oral and written reports
on revenue, expenses and progress. The Board of

	The department also ensures the correct,
complete and timely delivery of these reports

Management and market groups are based at the
same address; information is exchanged daily.

(ten times a year).
There were no significant changes to the
	The Controlling department monitors the risks,

Management System during the year under review

manages value flows within the organisation and

and no significant changes are planned. Nearly the

ensures that contracts and statutory regulations

entire organisation uses the same ERP system. This

are complied with, reporting where necessary

was discussed with the Supervisory Board.

to the Board of Management. It assesses the
various administrative organisations, also

Despite the existence of risk management systems,

devoting attention to the prevention of possible

material errors, fraud or unlawful actions can still

fraud.

take place. The system therefore does not provide

	In addition, the Controlling department assesses

absolute assurance that targets will be achieved, but

in what situations and to what extent currency

has been developed to obtain reasonable assurance

risks can and must be hedged.

as to the effectiveness of controls implemented to
mitigate financial and operational risks in relation to

	The potential risk arising from insolvent
customers is reduced by means of credit
insurance.
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External communications

in this connection. Staff should always put

Nedap publishes an overview of the company’s

the interests of the customer and Nedap

performance and progress at least five times a year.

first in their actions. Against this background

In addition to the Annual Report, there are

Nedap’s management plays a vital role in

first-half and full-year financial reports,

keeping everyone aware of these principles.

supplemented with two interim reports in the spring

Ultimately, a good example will be followed.

and autumn on relevant market developments, key

A written code of conduct would not be

events and transactions and their effects on Nedap’s

appropriate for the type of organisation that

financial position, along with a general description

Nedap is and would be contrary to the way in

of the financial position. These reports and much

which we deal with one another.

more information can be found on the website www.
nedap.com.

II.1.7	The management board shall ensure
that employees have the possibility

Best practice provisions

of reporting alleged irregularities of a

Given the company’s innovative, project-driven

general, operational and financial nature

and flexible style of entrepreneurship, Nedap has

within the company to the chairman of

opted to apply certain provisions of the Corporate

the management board or to an official

Governance Code in a different way. All such

designated by him, without jeopardising

instances of non-standard application are explained

their legal position. Alleged irregularities

below in the same order as the Code:

concerning the functioning of management
board members shall be reported to the

II.1.1	A management board member is appointed

chairman of the supervisory board.

for a maximum period of four years. A

	The arrangements for whistleblowers shall

member may be reappointed for a term of
not more than four years at a time.
	Given the long-term nature of Nedap’s

be posted on the company’s website.
	The relationships and open structure within
the Nedap organisation are such that alleged

policy, members of the company’s Board of

irregularities can be exposed without fear

Management are appointed for an indefinite

of repercussions, regardless of the rank

period of time. A director’s length of tenure

or status of the alleged perpetrator. No

depends on his performance which is

separate rules are necessary for this purpose.

reviewed annually by the Supervisory Board.
II.2.8	The remuneration in the event of dismissal
II.1.3	The Company shall, in any event, employ as
instruments of the internal risk management

remuneration component). If the maximum

and control system:

of one year’s salary would be manifestly

	b) code of conduct should be published on
the company’s website;
	Nedap and its staff act in an honest and
honourable manner. This integrity is not
based on a whole range of formal rules, but
on what any normal person knows to be
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may not exceed one year’s salary (the ‘fixed’

unreasonable for a management board
member who is dismissed during his first
term of office, such board member shall be
eligible for severance pay not exceeding
twice the annual salary.
	As was pointed out with respect to II.1.1,

right or wrong. Honesty and the courage and

members of Nedap’s Board of Management

freedom to admit one’s mistakes are crucial

are appointed for an indefinite period

and there is therefore no such thing as
a ‘first term of office’. In the unfortunate

performance criteria have been fulfilled.
	h) an ex-ante and ex-post account of

event that a director’s performance proves

the relationship between the chosen

unsatisfactory, then the severance pay will

performance criteria and the strategic

be partly determined by the number of years

objectives applied, and of the relationship

of service at Nedap.

between remuneration and performance.
	As the selected targets cannot be set out in

II.2.13	The overview referred to in best practice

greater detail than in f), an account of the

provision 2.12 shall in any event contain the

relationship between these targets and the

following information:

strategic objectives cannot be given to the

	f) a description of the performance

extent that the targets would have to be

criteria on which the performance-related

disclosed for this. A significant proportion of

component of the variable remuneration

the variable income is dependant on Nedap’s

is dependent in so far as disclosure would

long-term strategy and performance since

not be undesirable because the information

each director must contribute at least 50%

is competition sensitive, and of the

of their variable annual income after tax to

discretionary component of the variable

Stichting Medewerkerparticipatie Nedap

remuneration that can be fixed by the

in exchange for depositary receipts. These

supervisory board as it sees fit;

depositary receipts are locked up for a period

The remuneration package for the Board of

of four years. With respect to the relationship

Management comprises fixed and variable

between reward and performance ex ante

annual income. The variable annual income

and ex post it is only possible to say that

depends on the members of the Board of

60% of the fixed annual income is paid for

Management meeting targets set in advance

performance at target level, with a maximum

by the Supervisory Board.

of 90% of the fixed annual income.

	One third of the variable income is
determined by financial targets, one third
by targets relating to the development of

management board member with the

the internal organisation and one third by

company shall be made public after it has

targets focusing on the way in which the

been concluded, and in any event no later

organisation operates in its environment. As

than the date of the notice calling the

far as possible, the Supervisory Board will set

general meeting where the appointment

quantifiable objectives for these targets. No

of the management board member will

further details of the targets can be given for

be proposed. These elements shall in any

competitive reasons.

event include [...] performance criteria to be

	g) a summary and account of the methods
that will be applied in order to determine

applied.
	At Nedap, members of the Board of

whether the performance criteria have been

Management are appointed by the

fulfilled;

Supervisory Board after announcing the

	As no further details of the targets are being
given, it is also difficult to give a summary
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II.2.14	The main elements of the contract of a

proposed decision to the general meeting.
	The performance criteria are not set out in

and account of the methods that will be

greater detail as explained in Remuneration

applied in order to determine whether the

of the Board of Management.
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III.1.1	The division of duties within the supervisory

III.3.5	A person may be appointed to the

board and the procedure of the supervisory

supervisory board for a maximum of three

board shall be laid down in terms of

four-year terms.

reference. The supervisory board’s terms of

	The Supervisory Board considers that the

reference shall include a paragraph dealing

length of tenure of its members should be

with its relations with the management

determined by their quality and contribution

board, the general meeting and the central

in combination with the specific knowledge

works council or works council. The terms of
reference shall be posted on the company’s
website.
	In view of the nature of the Company and the

they bring to Nedap.
	The performance of the Supervisory Board
and its members are evaluated annually.
The Articles of Association stipulate that a

company-specific working procedures of the

member’s tenure shall end upon reaching

Supervisory Board as set out in the Report of

the age of 72.

the Supervisory Board to the Shareholders,
and given also the size of the Board and the
desired flexibility, the Supervisory Board
considers it undesirable to lay down formal

III.4.1	The chairman of the supervisory board shall
see to it that:
	a) the supervisory board members follow

procedures for its dealings with the Board

their induction and education or training

of Management, the General Meeting of

programme;

Shareholders and the Works Council.

	As pointed out with respect to III. 3. 3,
Nedap has no formal induction programme.

III.3.3	After their appointment, all supervisory

It goes without saying that the chairman

board members shall follow an induction

of the Supervisory Board ensures that

programme, which, in any event, covers

the competencies of the members of the

general financial and legal affairs, financial

Supervisory Board match the profile of the

reporting by the company, any specific

Board and that they are effectively inducted

aspects that are unique to the company

into the Company.

and its business activities, and the
responsibilities of a supervisory board
member.
	The supervisory board shall conduct an

governing ownership of and transactions in
securities by management or supervisory

annual review to identify any aspects

board members, other than securities issued

with regard to which the supervisory

by their ‘own’ company.

board members require further training

	An agreement is in place whereby interests

or education during their period of

in other companies involving a potential

appointment. The company shall play a

conflict of interests are avoided and, in

facilitating role in this respect.

case of doubt, discussed in advance with

	The size of Nedap as well as its
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III.6.5	… The company shall draw up regulations

the Supervisory Board. Given Nedap’s size

organisational setup are such that no formal

and market position, the Supervisory Board

induction programme is necessary. Newly

sees no need to draw up written regulations

appointed members naturally receive an

regarding members of the Board of

appropriate introduction, including a visit to

Management holding and dealing in shares

the head office in Groenlo.

in companies other than Nedap.

IV.1 Principle
	............. The Company shall, in so far as
possible, give shareholders the opportunity
to vote by proxy and to communicate with
all other shareholders.
	Nedap does not have an international

IV.3.9	…………. and resolutions for the appointment
of management board members [...] shall
be submitted separately to the general
meeting.
	As explained in II.2.14 directors are
appointed by the Supervisory Board after

shareholder base. Nedap considers that

announcing the proposed decision to the

the interest its shareholders have in the

general meeting. Consequently, formally no

Company and its culture is demonstrated

proposal to appoint directors is submitted to

by their personal attendance at the General

the general meeting.

Meeting of Shareholders and, if necessary,
their participation in the discussion. Personal

V.3.1	The external auditor and the audit

attendance is particularly important when

committee shall be involved in drawing up

matters of substance are being discussed.

the work schedule of the internal auditor.

Shareholders may vote by proxy, where

They shall also take cognizance of the

necessary.

findings of the internal auditor.
	In view of its size, Nedap does not have an

IV.1.4	The policy of the Company on additions to

internal auditor (or an audit committee). It

reserves and on dividends (the level and

goes without saying that the external auditor

purpose of the addition to reserves, the

performs the annual audit with due attention

amount of the dividend and the type of

to the existence and implementation of

dividend) shall be dealt with and explained

the internal audit and control system. The

as a separate agenda item at the general

external auditor attends the meeting of the

meeting of shareholders.

Supervisory Board at which the financial

	Nedap’s policy on additions to reserves

statements are discussed.

and dividends is directly determined by its
strategy and long-term policy and will be
discussed in that context. The long-term

Chairman of

Board of

policy is aimed at creating sustainable added

the Supervisory Board:

Management:

G.F. Kolff

R.M. Wegman

value for customers, staff and shareholders.
	The policy of additions to reserves and
dividends will be a discussion item on the
agenda.
IV.1.5	A resolution to pay a dividend shall be
dealt with as a separate agenda item at the
general meeting of shareholders.
	As pointed out with respect to IV.1.4, the
dividend payment is directly determined by
the strategy and the long-term policy. The
dividend payment will be explicitly included
on the agenda as a separate item.
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Information on the company structure and control

Stichting Preferente Aandelen Nedap

pursuant to the Decree on section 10 of the

Since 1973, Nedap has been able to issue

Takeover Directive

preference shares as an anti-takeover measure. This
protection can be deployed if a third party intends

Capital structure

to gain control of the company by acquiring a

Nedap’s authorised share capital consists of

decisive interest or otherwise attempts to adversely

15,600,000 ordinary shares of € 0.10 nominal value

affect Nedap, without ensuring the interests of

each and preference shares of € 0.10 nominal value

Nedap, its business and all stakeholders in a

each. The preference shares are registered. The

satisfactory way.

ordinary shares are bearer shares.
The issued share capital is € 669,292 consisting of

To this end, the Stichting Preferente Aandelen

6,692,920 ordinary shares.

Nedap (‘Stichting’) was set up in 1973. The Stichting
looks after the interests of Nedap, its business

The ordinary shares are listed on NYSE Euronext

and all stakeholders, defending as far as possible

Amsterdam and are freely tradable. They are

against influences which could threaten continuity,

embodied in a ‘global note’ that is held in custody

independence and identity in conflict with those

by Necigef on behalf of the shareholders.

interests.

Stichting Medewerkerparticipatie Nedap

Nedap has granted the Stichting the right to acquire

Following the foundation of Stichting

preference shares (call option) under which, on

Medewerkerparticipatie Nedap (Stichting) in 2009,

request, it can acquire preference shares up to a

employees have been able to acquire depositary

maximum equal to the number of ordinary shares in

receipts for shares in Nedap since 1 January 2010.

issue less one at the time the option is exercised.

This ability to become a depositary receipt holder

The call option obliges Nedap to issue the number

in the company is in line with the enterprise that

of preference shares requested by the Stichting

is demanded of the employees. It also offers

whenever it makes that request. Consequently, no

employees the possibility to be heard through the

further decision by any corporate body of Nedap is

Stichting at the general meeting of shareholders

required; the decision was taken when the option

when fundamental decisions are being taken on

was granted to the Stichting.

Nedap’s direction and future. Each year, employees
may decide to use all or part of their profit share

If preference shares are issued, the Stichting has to

for this. The depositary receipts are locked up for

pay at least 25% of their nominal value in cash.

a period of four years. In addition to a purchase
discount of 10% on the depositary receipt price,

The members of the Executive Board of the Stichting

subject to certain conditions, one bonus depositary

are:

receipt is distributed for each four depositary
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receipts after four years. The full dividend on each

J.C.M. Hovers, chairman

depositary receipt is attributed to the depositary

J. Lock, secretary

receipt holder. At 31 December 2014, the Stichting

A.P.M. van der Veer-Vergeer

held 83,898 shares in Nedap for which it had issued

R.P. Voogd

depositary receipts to employees.

J.P. Bahlmann

The membership of the Executive Board of the

restrictions on voting rights. Shareholders who

Stichting is intended to ensure the interests of all

wish to attend the general meeting of shareholders

stakeholders in Nedap in decision-making.

can announce this by the date set by the Board of

The officers of the Stichting and Nedap share the

Management of Nedap, which cannot be earlier

opinion that Stichting Preferente Aandelen Nedap

than the seventh day before the general meeting,

and Nedap itself are independent of one another

through their bank or broker where the shares are

within the meaning of section 5.71(1c) of the

administered, by requesting a receipt which acts as

Financial Supervision Act.

a ticket to the meeting.

Preference shares take precedence over ordinary

Disclosure pursuant to Act on the Disclosure of

shares for dividend distributions and distributions

Major Holdings in Listed Companies

of capital paid in on the shares in the event of

The Netherlands Authority for the Financial

Nedap’s liquidation.

Markets (AFM) published the information on
holdings reported in connection with control and

Voting rights

shareholdings given below.

Every share is entitled to one vote. There are no
February 2015		February 2014
in %		

in %

Add Value Fund N.V.

3.36

ASR Nederland N.V.

8.20		

8.20

15.11		

15.11

5.19		

5.19

Cross Options Beheer B.V.
Darlin N.V.

5.01		

5.01

Delta Lloyd Deelnemingen Fonds N.V.

Decico B.V.

13.45		

13.45

Delta Lloyd N.V.

12.60		

12.60

Kempen Capital Management N.V.
Kempen Oranje Participaties N.V.
TKH Group NV

6.34
-		

7.11

5.06		

5.06

(100.00)		

(100.00)

74.32		

71.73

(Stichting Preferente
Aandelen Nedap (potential)
Total
There are no material transactions between legal or

of shareholders of the proposed appointment. The

natural persons who hold at least 10% of the shares

Supervisory Board will not dismiss a director until

in Nedap as meant by provision III. 6.4 of the Dutch

the general meeting of shareholders has been able

Corporate Governance Code.

to decide on the proposed dismissal.

Appointment and dismissal of directors
Nedap is a two-tier company and so members of
the Board of Management are appointed by the
Supervisory Board.
The Supervisory Board notifies the general meeting
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Appointment and dismissal of supervisory directors

proposal of the Supervisory Board and the Board

Supervisory directors are appointed by the general

of Management. A resolution to issue preference

meeting of shareholders on a proposal of the

shares by a body other than the general meeting

Supervisory Board, generally for a period of four

of shareholders is always subject to co-operation

years. This proposal is made on the basis of a profile

of the Supervisory Board in each specific case.

drawn up by the Supervisory Board. The general

Preferential rights can be limited or excluded by the

meeting of shareholders and the works council may

body appointed to decide on share issues.

recommend people as supervisory directors. The
works council has an enhanced right of nomination

Nedap may only acquire its own fully paid shares

for one member of the Supervisory Board.

for no consideration. Acquisition other than for no
consideration is only possible if:

The general meeting of shareholders may reject a

–	the equity less the acquisition price is no smaller

nomination by an absolute majority of the votes cast

than the paid up and called up portion of the

representing at least one third of the issued capital.

capital plus the reserves required to be kept by

The Enterprise Section of the Amsterdam Court of

law and the articles of association;

Appeal may on application dismiss a supervisory
director for neglect of duty, other weighty reasons
or significant changes in circumstances such

–	the nominal amount of the treasury shares is no
more than 50% of the issued share capital; and
–	the General Meeting of Shareholders has

that continuing as supervisory director cannot

so authorised the Board of Management.

reasonably be demanded of the company. The

This authority is not required to acquire the

application may be submitted by the company,

company’s own shares or depositary receipts for

represented by the Supervisory Board, or a

them for transfer them to employees under an

representative designated by the general meeting of

applicable plan.

shareholders or the works council.
Amendment of the articles of association
The general meeting of shareholders may pass

Nedap’s articles of association may be amended by

a resolution of no confidence in the entire

a resolution of the general meeting of shareholders

Supervisory Board by an absolute majority of the

after prior approval of such resolution by the

votes cast representing at least one third of the

Supervisory Board and Board of Management.

issued capital. Such a resolution brings about
the immediate dismissal of the members of the

Restrictive agreements with shareholders

Supervisory Board.

To the best of Nedap’s knowledge, its shareholders
are not a party to an agreement that could lead to

Authority of the Board of Management to issue

restrictions on trading in Nedap shares or on voting

shares and acquire treasury shares

rights.

The Board of Management is only authorised to
issue shares if the general meeting of shareholders

Significant matters on a take-over bid

appoints it as the body authorised to issue shares.

The standby roll-over credit agreement (€ 14

This appointment has not been made. A resolution

million) that Nedap has entered into with the bank

by the general meeting of shareholders issue

includes a provision under which the bank can

shares, to appoint another body as the body

demand early repayment of the loan if there is a

authorised to issue shares or the withdrawal of a

significant change in control over Nedap’s activities.

resolution to appoint can only be passed on a joint
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It is not unusual for other long-term alliances to
which Nedap is a party also to include the possibility
of terminating the agreement with immediate effect
in the event of a ‘change of control’. The overall
scope of these clauses is not regarded as significant
as meant by the Decree on Section 10 of the
Takeover Directive.
Nedap has not entered into agreements with
directors or other employees under which
personal rights to compensation can be derived
on termination of their employment after the
settlement of a take-over bid for Nedap shares.
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Provisions of the Articles of Association
concerning Special Rights
The Supervisory Board and the Board of
Management have been granted certain special
rights, including:
Art. 10:
Proposal to issue new shares.
Art. 11:
Proposal to restrict or exclude preferential rights.
Art. 18:
Determination of the number of members of the
Board of Management.
The Supervisory Board has been granted certain
special rights, including:
Art. 23:
Proposal for the setting the remuneration policy for
the Board of Management.
Setting the remuneration and other terms of
employment of each member of the Board of
Management.
Proposal to remunerate the Board of Management in
the form of shares or rights to acquire shares
Art. 24:
Setting the number of members of the Supervisory
Board.
The Board must comprise at least three members.
Art. 25:
Nomination for appointment to the Supervisory
Board.
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Provisions of the Articles of Association
concerning Approval of Resolutions by the Board
of Management in accordance with Article 20

reported in the Company’s balance sheet and
notes;
g. a proposal to amend the Articles of Association;
h. a proposal to dissolve the Company;

Paragraph 1:
Without prejudice to provisions elsewhere in these
Articles of Association, the following resolutions by

i.	a resolution to file a petition in bankruptcy or to
apply for a suspension of payments;
j.	a resolution to terminate the employment

the Board of Management shall be subject to the

contracts of a substantial number of employees

approval of the Supervisory Board:

of the Company or a dependent Company

a.	resolution to issue or acquire shares in or debt
instruments payable by the Company or debt

simultaneously or within a short period of time;
k.	a resolution to implement radical changes in

instruments payable by a limited partnership or

the working conditions of a substantial number

general partnership in which the Company is a

of employees of the Company or a dependent

fully liable partner;
b.	co-operating with the issue of registered
depositary receipts for shares;
c.	applying for the listing of the debt instruments

Company;
l.	a proposal to effectuate a reduction in the
issued capital;
m.	a proposal to legally merge the Company

or depositary receipts referred to in a and b

within the meaning of Part 7 of Book 2 of the

on a regulated market or multilateral trading

Netherlands Civil Code.

facility, as referred to in Section 1:1 of the Act
on Financial Supervision or system comparable

Paragraph 2:

with a regulated market or multilateral trading

The following resolutions by the Board of

facility in a state not being a Member State or

Management shall also be subject to the approval

an application for the withdrawal of such listing;

of the Supervisory Board:

d.	a resolution to enter into or cancel any

a.	the determination of the operational and

long-term co-operative relationship between

financial objectives of the Company, the

the Company, or any dependent Company,

strategy pursued to achieve these objectives

and another legal entity or Company, or in its
capacity as a fully liable partner in a limited

and the applicable strategic parameters;
b.	a resolution to appoint officials as referred to in

partnership or general partnership, if such

Article 19, paragraph 2, and/or to confirmation

co-operation or cancellation has a substantial

of their ad hoc status;

impact on the Company;
e.	a resolution to have the Company or any
dependent Company take any interest in the
share capital of another Company worth no less
than one fourth of the Company’s issued capital
plus reserves as reported in the Company’s
balance sheet and notes, or a resolution to
radically increase or reduce any such interest;
f.	a resolution to make investments involving

c.	a resolution to engage in legal proceedings,
with the exception of taking protective
measures or measures which brook no delay;
d.	a resolution to acquire, dispose of, or encumber
registered property;
e.	a resolution to enter into a contract of
suretyship;
f.	a resolution to conclude a loan or credit
agreement; should a credit agreement already

an amount of no less than one fourth of the

have been concluded, the consent of the

Company’s issued capital plus reserves as

Supervisory Board shall not be necessary for it
to be utilised;
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g.	a resolution to enter into a merger, or to acquire,
wind up, or dispose of a participation;
h. a resolution to found or close down a branch.
Paragraph 3:
The Supervisory Board may determine that a
resolution as referred to in paragraph 2 above will
not require its approval if the interest involved
does not exceed a value to be determined by the
Supervisory Board.
Paragraph 4:
The Board of Management requires the approval
of the General Meeting for decisions involving a
significant change in the identity or nature of the
Company or its business undertakings, including:
a.	transfer of the business undertakings or
virtually the entire business undertakings to a
third party;
b.	the creation or discontinuation of a
long-standing co-operative relationship
between the Company or a subsidiary with
another legal entity or Company or as a fully
liable partner in a general limited partnership
if said co-operation or discontinuation thereof
has far-reaching implications for the Company;
c. 	the acquisition or disposal by the Company
or a subsidiary of an associate in the capital
of a Company to the value of at least one
third of the assets according to the balance
sheet with notes or, if the Company prepares
a consolidated balance sheet, according to
the consolidated balance sheet with notes, as
stated in the most recently adopted financial
statements of the Company.
Paragraph 5:
The absence of the approval of the Supervisory
Board or the General Meeting for a decision
as intended in this article does not impair the
representative authority of the Board of Management
or its members, except in relation to a decision as
referred to in paragraph 1(l) and paragraph 2(a).
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